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rhe goal of the defense acquisition program is finding the most effective system with the 
least cost. There are two k~ functions to achieve this goal measuring the effectiveness and 
estimating the cost of each alternative. Howev!;!r, the acquisition procedure of a new weapon 
system is very complex and uncertain, because it involves anticipating the advantages and 
disadvantages both friendly and adversaries currently and/or in the future , Also estimating the Life 
Cycle Cost requires time and huge amount of data_ The U.S, Department of Defense Instruction 
5000 series was prepared to show how to avoid these wmplcxities and uncertainties, known as a 
Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA) 
The main purpose of this study is to show the COEA procedures and fonnat by following 
the procedures specified in U. S 000 Instruction 5000 series with an example of the future 
artillery system in Korea. As background, the concepts and teoninlogies of COEA and field 
artillery fire support are briefly examined, Following the fonnat and procedures, the focus of this 
study is on the measures of the operational effectiveness of the field artillery system by using the 
computer simulation. The result of the simulation with different scenarios quantifies the 
performance characteristics and shows the relative effectiveness of each alternative 
The other pans are also explained briefly_ The acquisition issues partly covers the 
inferiority of military balance between South and Nom Korea, and estimating costs for each 
altemative analyzed with a short example because of the lack of data and time limit. This thesis 
concludes with a surrunary of the results so that it discrirrrinates and ranks each alternative 
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The acquisition of a modem weapon system may require a significant proportion of a 
defense budget and may take many years to accomplish. Furthennore, measurement of the 
effectiveness of the system is always difficult (or impossible) without actually using the system in 
war. Therefore, the management of a defense acquisition program is one of the major issues in all 
Traditionally, defense acquisition management policies and procedures have been 
published in numerous directives and instructions. This has resulted in a heavily cross-referenced 
maze of guidance thaI has stifled creativity and delied practical use. To wive this problem, the 
U.s Department of Defense (000) established a core offundamental defense acquisition policies 
and procedures, known as DoD instruction 5000 series in February, 1991. This series of 
publication categorizes acquisit ion and defines the functions and responsibilities of each program 
manager and related government officials at each step of the program, It also requires a Cost and 
Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEAl for all new acquisition programs 
rhe key point of a COEA is measuring or estimating operational effectiveness which can 
be done by either field tests or analytical approach However, field test takes a lot of lime and 
money. Some kinds of tests, especially for lethal weapons, arc very dangerous, or even 
impossible, Furthermore, environmental contamination caused by a weapon firing test is one of 
world-wide issue As a result , much of the effectiveness evaluation is done analytically. Rut the 
analytical evaluation of the weapon system is less realistic and less confident. Therefore, U.S 
000 set up the minimum requirement offield test, known as live fire test law 
Application of modern computer technology enables us to evaluate the operational 
effectiveness more realistically and mure confidently, Various combat siwatiun can be modeled 
with computer simulation with less cost, time, danger, and other undesirable side effects 
B. ORGANTZA nON OF THESiS 
This thesis will present the procedures of a COEA and give an example of operational 
effectiveness measurement offield artillery fire support by using computer simulation 
Chapter II contains background information of the COEA and terminologies of field 
artillery fire support concepts related to this thesis_ Readers having this background may skip this 
chapter. Most of this chapter consists of explanations of terminologies, acronyms, and 
abbreviations in accordance with current field artillery manuals (mainly fM 6-20, 6-30, 6-40) and 
DoD instruction 5000 series 
Chapters 111 to V follow the COEA format specified in DoD instruction 5000 series and 
attachc<l in Appendix A. Chapter 1TI covers the acquisition issue related to new artillery system 
for the Republic of Korea (ROK) Army_ The acquisition issues start from the needs of the system, 
the threat analysis, constraints, and operational concepts of the system 
Chapter IV presents the proposed performance objectives and possible courses of action 
or alternatives to satisfy the acquisition issues. As an example, several ISS mm Howitzers, 130 
mm Multiple Rocket Launcher, and 227 nun MUltiple Launch Rocket System are presented in 
detail 
The core of this thesis is Chapter V, which contains the modeling and simulation of 
artillery fire_ Effectiveness against different artillery system performances are modeled and 
measured by simulation 
This thesis concludes with the results of analyzing alternatives. Rut some costs in this 
thesis arc not the real data because most data are classified. Therefore, these resul ts are only 
examples and there should be more thoroughly studied with real data for the actual use 
n. BACKGROliND 
A. DEFENSE ACQUISITION PROC[,SS AND PROCEDURES 
000 instruction 5000 series defines the acquisition process as illustrated in Figure 2-1 
[Refer DoD Instruction 5000.2, p.3-4] 
Figure 2- I. Defense Acquisition Milestones and Phase 
(Source : DoD instruction 50002 p.3-4) 
AJI acquisition programs start with identi fication of new mission need, I\ny level of 
command, military departments, or the Joint Staff may identify mission needs, or new operat ional 
capabilities. If there is no non-material solution, sllch as changes in doctrine. operational concepts, 
tact ics, training, organization, and so on, the mission needs will be expressed in terms of an 
operational capability, which is called Mission Need Statement (~11\' S). Mission Need Statements 
that could potentially result in the initiation of a new acquisition program will be sent to the 
appropriate DoD component for action, Major actions or objectives at each ~tage ""ill be listed 
below 
Milestone 0, Concept Studies Approval, is a decision point whether studies of alternative 
concepts could satisfY the identified mission need 
Once concepts are approved, thc acquisition program starts at Phase 0, where more 
studies analyze alternatives and the most promising system concepts will be defined 
Milestone L, Concept Demonstration Approval, is the first direct interaction point between 
the planning, programming, hudgeting and acquisition management systems, for which decision 
authorities must assess atlordability of the proposed new acquisition program 
Phase I, Demonstration and Validation: Multiple design approaches and parallel 
technologies are pursued within the system concept(s) during this phase 
Milestone IT, Development Approval, is a decision point whether the results of Phase I 
warrant continuation and establishing a development baseline containing refined program cost, 
schedule, and perfonnance objectives for a program approved for continuation 
Phase II, Engineering & Manufacturing Development: Effective risk management is 
especially critical during this phase 
Milestone III, Production Approval: A favorable decision at this point represents a 
commitment to build, deploy, and support the system 
Phase III, Production & Deployment: System performance and quality will be monitored 
by follow-on operational test and evaluation during this phase 
l\lllestone IV, Major Modification Approval: The intent of this milestone is to ensure that 
all reasonable alternatives are thorouglUy examined prior to committing to a major modification or 
upgrade program for a system that is still being produced 
Phase IV, Operation & Support, is overlapping with Phase III. The objectives of this 
phase are to ensure that the fielded system continues to provide the capabilities required to meet 
the identified mission need and to identifY shortcomings or deficiencies that must be corrected to 
improve the performance 
B. COST ANO OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSTS 
Cost and operational effectiveness analysis is an esscntial part of the decision making 
process for all defense acquisition programs. The definition of the COEA is well described in Part 
8, DoD Instruction 5000.2-\1. "A cost and operational effectiveness analysis evaluates the costs 
and benefits (i.e. , the operational effectiveness or military utility) of alternative courses of action 
to meet recognized defense needs" 
A COEA has three main purposes: (1) to aid in decision making, (2) to faci li tate 
communications, and (3) 10 document the acquisition decision. It shows the relative advantages 
and disadvantages of the alternatives and the sensitivity of each alternatives against changes of 
key assumptions and/or variables. It facilitates discussion about the acquisit ion program among 
the related authorities, service principals and other staffs, espe<:ially at the early stages of the 
procedures. It provides analytical assessment and a historical re<:ord for decisions on an 
acquisition program 
The Procedures of a COEA are: (1) the acquisition issue. (2) the alternatives, (3) the 
analysis of the alternatives, and (4) summaI)' of the results Part 8, DoD Instruction SOOO.2·M 
describes in detail the procedures and elements of the COEA which are Chapters III to VI of this 
thesis 
The following are definitions and acronyms that apply 10 this thesis in accordance with 
defense acquisition manuals and instructions 
LCC (Life Cycle Cost) is the total cost to the government of acquisition and ownership of 
the system over its useful life, including the cost of development, acquisition, support and disposal 
where applicable 
MTBM (Mean Time Between Maintenance) is the total functional life of a population of 
an item divided by the total number of maintenance actions for a panicular interval (basic 
technical estimate of the maintenance frequency) 
MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) is the total elapsed time (clock hours) for corrective 
maintenance divided by the total number of corre<:tive maintenance actions during a given period 
of time (basic te<:hnical measurement of maintainability). 
MTBF (Meantime Between Failure) is the total functional life of a population of an item 
divided by the IOtal number of failures for a particular interval (basic technical measurement of 
reliability) 
R&D Research and Development 
C.FIELD ARTILLERY FIRE SUPPORT 
I. Mission 
Fire support is the dominant part of the modem battlefidd Field artillery (FA) is known 
as the "lGng of Battle." because of its ability to inflict massive damage on enemy forces Field 
artillery has the responsibility of integrating all fire support resources, such as cannon, rocket and 
missile fire into the air-land battle 
The mission of field artillery is described in the both US and Repubhc of Korea Army 
field manual (FM) 6-20: "to destroy, nl;!utralize, or suppress the enemy by cannon, rocket, and 
missile fire and to help integrate all firl;! support assets into combined arms operation." To 
accomplish this mission in the combat situation, each field artillery (FA) unit (usually a battalion) 
is assigned onl;! of any of the following tactical missions 
DS (Direct Support) tn most tactical situations, one FA battalion is assigned to one 
maneuver brigade with a direct support mission, This battalion is primarily concerned with the fire 
support needs of that maneuver unit 
R (Reinforcing) This tactical mission causes onl;! FA battalion to augment the fires of 
another FA battalion 
GS (General Support) : A battalion assigned the mission of general support supports the 
force as a whole and stays under the immediate control oflhl;! force artillery headquarters 
GSR (General Support Reinforcing) The GSR mission requires the FA battalion to 
furnish artillery fi res for the forces as a whole and to reinforce the fires of another FA battalion as 
a second priority 
2. Organization 
The organization of fldd artillery at different echelons is dependent upon the type of 
tactical mission. As a minimum firing unit, the 155 mm se1f~propelled field artillery battery organic 
to division artillery consists of a battery headquarters, a battery Fire Direction Center (FOC), 
several howitzer sections. and the associat.ed service support. The U.S. Army battery ha~ 8 guns. 
but the Korean Army battery has 6 guns. In this thesis, a six howitzer ballery is used a~ a sample 
firing unit. 
The echelon above the battery is the battalion. The nannal field artillery firing battalion 
consists of a battalion headquarters, a battalion FOC, three howitzer batteries, a Fire Support 
Element (FSE) for the maneuver brigade and associated !>Crvice suppOrt 
The level above the battalion is the division artillery (DiV ARTY), or corps artillery or 
field artillery brigade. A DlVARTY ordinarily consists of a DlVARTY headquarters, a 
OI V ARTY FIX::, four howitzer battalions, one target acquisition ballery, FSE for division, and 
associated service support . The composition of corps artillery and artillery brigade varies with unit 
mission and type 
3. Weapon System 
The focus on the field artillery weapon system in this thesis is the firing mechanism (i.e 
mainly concerned with delivering equipment, projectile and fuze) The following are acronyms, 
abbreviations, and terminologies u!>Cd in the thesis 
ATACMS Army Tactical Missile System 
BN Battalion 
FA Field Artillery 
MLRS Multiple Launch Rocket System 
MRL : Multiple Rocket Launcher 
SP : Se1fPropelled 
HE High Explosive 
HEAT High Explosive Anti-tank 
ILL : Illumination 
WP : Wrote Phosphorus 
ICM Improved Conventional Munitions 
AP ICM Anti-personnel lCM 
DPICM Dual Purpose (against personnel and armor) ICM 
F ASCAM : Family of Scatter able Mines 
RAP : Rocket Assisted Projectile 
SADARM: : Sen!>C and Destroy Armor 
Q : Quick 
VT Variable Time (Proximity Fuze) 
Tl: Time 
Round : Complete pans that make up the ammunition necessary to fire. It consists of a 
primer, a propelling charge, a projcctile, and a fuze 
Volley unit of firing at one fire mission and a cenain type of ammunition at the 
designated target. For example, if each howitzer in a unit fires 4-rounds of high explosive 
anm1l1nition at a particular target, this is called as 4-volleys of high explosive 
Probable error The measurement of the impact distrihution in the dispersion pattern 
around the mean point of impact. Field Artillcry uses deflection probable error and range prubable 
Deflection probable error The directional error caused by dispersion in a single 
deflection 
Range probable error: The range error caused hy dispersion in a single elevation 
4. Fi.·e Support 
!t. Gunnery Team 
Tn order to accomplish its mission, the field artillery relies on the fire support 
gunnery team The team consists of an observer, the fire direction center, and the firing unit 
The observer serves as the "eyes" of the fire suppOrt gunnery team. Detecting ami 
locating suitable indirect fire targets are the major responsibilities of the ohserver. The observer 
may be a soldier with binoculars, a radar sel-'tion with a sophisticated radar system, a Fire Support 
Team (FlST), or any other source for detecting and/or locating the target 
The FDC serves as the "brains" of the fire support gunnery team. The FDC 
receives the requests for fire from an observer and converts it to firing data and then to fire 
cummands for the huwitzers 
rhe firing unit acts as the "brawn" of the gunnery team. At the firing unit level the 
howitzer crew sets the firing data off on the weapon and li.res the round 
b. Fire SUI)port Procedures 
A routine request for field artillery firc support consists of the following evcnts 
Once a fon.vard observer (FO) detects the target, the target information is transmitter! to the roc 
through fire support coordination. When the target data reaches a rDC, a lire direction officer 
(FDO) determines whether the target can be engaged by his unit Ifhis unit will engage the target, 
the FDO determines the amount and type of ammunition with whi(;h to engage the target. The 
target location is convened into firing data and fire commands arc sent to the howitzers. where 
the ammunition is loaded and the weapon is fired 
A firing unit can atta(;k the target by either adjust-fire or fire-for-effe(;t. Adjust-fire 
is a term des(;ribing a method of control transmitted in the call for fire by the observer Of spotter 
to indicate that he will control the adjustment which is the process of correcting the impact 
location of the round. with one gun firing one round at a time, until the desired location is 
achieved 
Fire-for-effect is the fire that is intended to achieve a desired effect on the target. If 
"fire-for-effect" is requested at the beginning of fire mission, that means fi re-for-effect without 
adjustment. This can a<.;hieve maximum surprise but ac<.;ura<.;y of target location and other 
non-standard corrections are more <.;rit ical than in the adjust fire mission 
5. }<'uturc Artillrry 
a. Overview 
Every country tries to make a better artillery systems with various kinds approach 
However. there are several common considerations for those systems_ Those were well presented 
at the 4th International Cannon and Artillery Firepower Symposium and Exhibition in June 19-22, 
1995 
The most important consideration is the range With modern weapon technology, 
the depth of battle increased significantly It is getting hard to distinguish between the frontal and 
rear area in the modem battlefields 
rhe next consideration is survivability. To increase survivability, the crew remains 
in the protected vehicle throughout the mission Some systems have Nuclear, Biological, and 
ChenU<.;al (NBC) protective equipment 
Enemy for ces are also equipped with a lot of high mobility vehicles. That means 
most targets are not a stationary target and a system with the shorter response time can more 
effectively attack the targets 
b, u.S. Anuy 
The intent of the US Army field artillery was described by Brigadier General Leo 
Baxter, Assistant commandant of the U S Army field art illery school, at the 4th International 
Cannon and Artillery Firepower Symposium and Exhibition in June 19-22, 1995. He said "There 
will be four major field artillery weapon systems; 105 mm towed for the light infantry, 155 mm SP 
and towed as a medium and main system, and Rocket Launchers" 
rhe U.s. Army is currently replacing it's main art.illery weapon system, 
Ml09A2/A3to MI09A6 (PALADIN) and developing ncw system known as a CRUSADER 
c. Germany 
rhe German Army is developing future anillery system, caHed the SP 2000 
program. The howitzer ofthis program is named as PzH 2000 (Pan7.erhaubitze 2000), 155 mm SP 
with maximum range 30 and 40 km depending on the ammunition used. It was accepted in 1995 
with series production starting the following year. and will be deployed in 1998 
d, The Other Countries 
Most countries have programs for developing or buying new artillery system 
individually or conjointly_ France has similar program called CAESAR, 155 mm Towed, the 
British Anny has the AS90 mid-life Improvement program to develop a ncw 155 mm and the 
Modular Charge System (MCS)_ The CAESAR system has been developed as a private venture 
aimed at the export market and it was shown in public for the first time in June 1994 
The comparison of more detailtd characteristics of the systems mentioned above 
and the current system, M109A2/AJ, will be shown on the Table 4-3 
10 
Ill . ACQUISITION ISSUES 
A. NEED 
This element of thc COEA describes identified deficiencies of the existing system and 
prescnts alternatives for satisfYing the needs at Milestone 0, Concept Studies Approval in the 
Mission "!\'eed Statement (MNS) 
1. Total Strength of Forces in the South and .North 
Thc Korean peninsula has one ofthc highest density ofmjlitary force in the world. More 
than one and half million active military forces face each other along the 155 miles of armistice 
line between Sou th and North Korea 
The composition of each side is shown in the Table 3-1 
Table 3 1 Military Forces of South and North Korea 
Classification South I North 
Anny 540,000 900,000 
Troops Navy 60,000 I 46,000 
Air Force 55,000 I 84,000 
1 T;tal 655 , 000' 1 1,030,000" 
1 Corps I I 18 
Number of Units Division 50'" I 53 
I 
Brigade 21 99 
Tanks 1,950 I 3,800 
- -
Equipmcnt Armored 2, 100 I 2,500 
I" Field Artillery 4,600 I 10,800 
Excludmg thosc enJlsted for defense call-up and mdudmg Manne Corps 
within thc Na"y 
Marinc Corps troops that are organized into the Army are included 
in the Army 
**t Including Marine Corps divisions 
(Source Ocfcnse White Paper 1994-1 995, p.80) 
11 
South Korean Forces afe augmented by United Nation (V.N) forces, mainly composed of 
US Forces (a Army Headquart,ers, a infantry division, and some combat support units). This is 
barely enough in number to defend against North Korea's more than one million troops. Tn major 
equipmcnt , North Korea has much a greater number of tanks, armored vehicles, and field artiUery 
weapons 
2,Artillery 
The biggest ittleriority is in the number of field arti llcry weapons, Table 3-2 shows the 
composition of the majof field artillery weapon systems of South and North Korea 
Table 3-2 Artillery Composition of South and North Korea 






Howit7.er, Gun 4,500 175 8,200 122,130, 




\30 2,600 1 107, 122, 
132,240 
(Source : Defense White Papcr 1994-1995, p.60 and p.80) 
The table shows that the North Korean artiUcry has many weapon types, which may cause 
logistic problems because they imported most weapon systems in a desultory way to be superior 
than South Korea. Also, they have many more MUltiple Rocket Launchers (MRLs) compared to 
the number of al1il!ery pieces. North Korea also has many more mortars and tactical missiles 
which were not listed on the table 
The U .S Army in Korea also has a DTVARTY: one 155 mm SP BN, one 155 mm Towcd 
BN, one ~-rLRS BN, and one target acquisition battery. However, there is still a large gap in the 
fire support capabilities that might sway the result of a conflict. There are several possible 
alternatives to compensate for the inferiority of the fire support capability of the SOUlh, Chapter 




This is the analysis that determine, those elements against which a given system might be 
used and the forces that could be used again~t that system. This analysis a lso presents projected 
enemy forces includ ing tactics and countermeasures with a reasonable degree of assurance 
1. Current Situation of North Korea 
Currently North Korea faces fatal economic difficulties, such as chronic food shortage. 
energy shortage, and so on, caused by closed policy on the basis of its self-reliance and centrally 
controlled economy 
Despite serious economic difficulties, North Korea has dashed forward to buildup 
armaments quant itatively and qual itatively_ However, aner the collapse of the Soviet Union and 
European communist coulltries, North Korea real ized that they also face a critical crisis stage to 
maintain thei r unique system To survive under the unfavorable internat ional security situation, 
they arc trying to develop nuclear weapons. But this also causes close world-wide observation 
and more isolation 
Their poli tical situation is unstable after the most notoriou s dictator Kim, Ilsung died last 
year. They may open fire on the South to fi nd the solution of their complex international problems 
and interior discontent 
2, Military Strategy of North Korea 
The North Korean Military structure is a mixed imitation of those of the former Soviet 
Union and China. Under control of the Oefense Committee, the highest military authority, 
Ministry oC the People's Armed Forces (MPAF) has the single command system with general staff 
Most of thei r units are deployed in a frontal area with an attack tormation so that they can 
attack without any major change of posi tion. This makes it hard to detect their intent of starting a 
war. Their artillery units, covered in trenches or underground hases, are capable of deep fire 
support without exposure. They can also deliver concentrated and massive fire with the M ul tiple 
Rocket Launchers 
C. OPER<\. TIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
rhis part of the COEA describes all the natural operational environmental evaluations, 
slIch as terrain, weather, altitude, etc., and the potential allied forces contributions including the 
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concepts of operation, projected force structure and capabilities, and the operational threat 
environment and survivability requirements_ This thesis does not specifY these in detail because it 
is focused on the operational effectiveness, but will mention the contents briefly 
A dominant characteristic of lield artillery comparing to the other delivery systems is that 
it can provide fire support under all weather conditions and in all types of terrain Some of the 
artillery systems in some countries can accomplish special missions ror example, the U.s. Army 
has several light 105 mm towed howitzers for air assault forces 
1'0 accomplish {ire support missions at all times, the artillery system needs survivability 
and/or reliability requirements in terms of the various kinds of natural conditions and induced 
conditions both operationally and non-operationally 
Operational natural environments describe natural wnditiolls in which the system operates 
properly, such as temperature, heal. humidity, altitude, pressun::, elevation, wind, sand or dust 
precipitation, and so on_ Non-operational natural environments specify the requirements during 
the storage and transportat ion, including the storage temperature and humidity, and the 
transportation elevation. Induced operational enviromnents cover the intluences of shock and 
vibration caused by road march or shipping and handling, and overpressure caused by ,gun firing, 
etc_ Non-operational induced environments describe all the other conditions for cleaning, 
transportation, assembly or disassembly, and so on 
D. COl'\STRA.INTS 
Constraints andlor assumptions arc factors that limit the alternatives Personnel, funding, 
and technical constraints should also be considered. The defense budget is considered as a major 
constraint in this thesis 
l. Defense Budget 
South Korea has devcloped remarkably since the annistice of the Korean war in 1')53, 
while spending a lot of money to ensure national security against Nonh Korea who exened 
themselves building up military superiority. However, the ponion of the defense budget tends to 
be limited by the social budget requirements_ Table 3-3 shows the proportion of the defense 
budget compared to the Gross Xational Product (GNP) and the total government budget 
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2. Composition of Defense Budget 
Due to the sensitive ~ccurity situation, the detai lcd contents of defense budget of the 
current fiscal year can't be dealt with here, but Table 3-4 shows the composition of the defense 
budget for recent five fiscal years 
Table 3-4 Composition of the Defense Budget in each Fiscal Year 
Classification 
Total 100 I 100 I 100 100 100 100 
Forcelmprovernent 38.1 36 .8 34 .8 33.0 j 31 .6 I 30 .2 
Force Operation 38.0 I 40.1 42.4 j 44.1 j 45.0 _~~2_JI 
rf-_Eq,-"~ipm_'_m _S_"Pccp_ort_t-I_L_4 ,~1 0 . 2 9.9 j 9.6 I 9.4 I 9.3 il 
I FacilityMaintcnance 13.7 I 13 .2 I JJ.2 1 13 .1 14.0 I 14.8 II 
(Source Defense Whne Paper 1994 -1 995, p.224) 
\\'i th the givcn defense budget, investment for the new mi litary capability decreases 
relative to the increasing the cost of operat ing the military forces, including bctter working 
conditions and living standards 
Furthennore, within the framework of the defense budget, the South must spend a lot of 
the budget replacing the reduced US forces as they pursue theif reduction and role change rather 
than spending for advanced weapon systems 
For example, in 1994 the total defense budget was 11,339 Billion (B) won (or about $ 
14 .0 B), but the expenditure for the force improvement was only 3,039.6 B won (or about S3 .76 
BJ 
IS 
3. The Future 
The Budget for the anillery forces can't be clearly ident ified, but it is around five percent 
or the Force Improvement budget. (i.e. 150 B won or about S 0,1913 in 1(94). As operation and 
suppon costs increase, due to higher lahor and welfare requirements, the force Improvement 
budget will be conti nuously decreased over the next several years. Also, advanced technical 
weapon systems require more funds, so that the artillery improvement budget will be around 150 
13 won (or about S 0.2 R) in 1994 currency 
E. OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS 
This is an organizational and operational plan for the proposed system that includes forces, 
equipment, doctrine, and tact ics. In other words, it describes the doctrine and/or tactics hy which 
forces and equipment deployed in the battlefield 
No significant ch ange in operational concepts, such as organization, doctrine, tactics, and 
so on will he considered in this thesis. The concept orthe fire suppon remains sanle as described 
in Chapter IT 
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IV. ALTERNATIVES 
A. PERFORMANCE 08JJ:::CnVES 
rhis part orthe COEA specifies the minimum acceptable operational requirements for the 
performance of the proposed concept or system Both current systems and improved versions 
should be considered along with systems in development by other services or allies and conceptual 
systems which arc not yet on the drawing board 
There are many characteristics which affect the petionnancc of the artillery systems. In 
this section, the key characteristics will be explained briefly and will be quantified 
I. Range 
One important mission of the field artillery in the modem battlefield is deep battle. The 
North Korean artillery systems have maximum ranges, 15.4 km for the 122 mm Howitzer (H), 
27. 15 km for the 130 mm Gun (G), 12.4 km for the 152 mm H, 2,1 km for the 152 mm G, 29 km 
for the new 152 mm H (2A65). The ne\>,' system should be able to provide fire support with a 
maximum range ono km to avoid the enemy's fire and to attack the deep targets 
2. Response Time 
Current artillery systems have a response time around 10 minutes Bt.-'Cause the pace of 
battle is getting faster and faster, a new system should respond to a fire request within one minute 
while moving. When placed in firing position, the response time should be less than 30 seconds 
from the receipt of the fire mission request to the first round fired 
3. Rate of Fire 
The new system ~hall be capable of delivering a maximum rate of fire of 10 rounds per 
minute for at least 3 minutes, followed by a sustained rate of fire four rounds per minute with 
on-board ammunitions 
4. System Quality Factors 
The system reliability can be measured by Mean-Time-Between-failures The system 
MTBF should be greater than 72 hours in a combat situation The system Mean-Time-to-Repair 
(MTTR) should be less than 5 hours at the user level. The tube life of the new system should be 
longer than 3000 Efi'ective Full Charge (EFC) rounds 
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5. Ammunition and Fu'r.e 
llecause targets on thc modem battlefield are diverse, the kinds of the ammunition and 
methods of attack arc also varied, A direct support (OS) unit which supports closer maneuver 
units wil[ be tasked with more varied kinds of fire missions A new howitl.er should be able to fire 
the kinds of ammunition as specificd Chapter II 
6. Mobility and Armament 
The system should be self-propelled, armored. tracked and capable of operating on the 
modern battlefield . The mobil ity should keep pace with supported maneuver forces (K-88 tank 
40 l\1PH on the road and 25 J\.1PH cross-country) over both roads and cross-country 
In addition to the primary arnmment of the new system, the system should employ an M2 
machine gun or equivalent system with equal o r higher performance as a self defense system 
7. Others 
For compatibility of existing ammunition, interoperability with the allied countries. and to 
reduce logistics problems, a 155 mm self.propelled howitzer is prelerrcd as a future major artillery 
system for the Korean Army 
1'0 shorten response time and to increase accuracy of fire, a computerized fire control and 
direction system should be added to the new system 
For the rapid connection and reliable conununication, the new system should have a 
secured radio digital command, control, communication, and intelligence (C l I) system 
B. DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 
This pan of the COEA identifies the alternatives to be considered as the set of possible 
solutions_ Each alternat ive is fully 'described by not only hardware specifications, but also doctrine 
and tactics that might be changed by new organizational and/or operational plans 
1. Home Development or Modification 
a. Development of a New System 
Developing a new system is one possible alternative South Korea has some 
experience to co-produce M109 series howitzers and to develop the 130 nun Multiple Rocket 
Launcher. There is enough te(;hnieal background, but the cost effe,,1iveness or home development 
should be carefully analyzed Research and Development (R&D) wsts of several U,S Army 
1S 
artillery systems can be a good estimate for the new system rhis estimate will be shown in 
Chapter V 
h.MRL 
The Korean Army has the ]]0 mm 36-round Multiple Rocket Launcher (MRL), 
which has a maximum range 006 km. Some of its specifications arc shown in the Table 4-1 
Table 4- 1 Specifications of the 110 mm MRL 
Classification Specification 
Caliber 130mm 




Roch~t 2.55 TIl ~~~--~--~~ -
Rocket Motor 
Complete Rocket 64 kg 
Weight Warhead 21 kg 
Rocket Motor 33 kg 
Range 12,~36 km 
Rate of fire ~ounds/sec l Reloading Time 10 minutes r--- --~c~,,~w~---------~--~~ 
(Source : lane s Almor and Andlery 1994-1995, p.709) 
This systcm has some limits compared to the pcrformance objectives presented in 
the previous section. This system fires only the pre-fragmented HE round with a contact (quick) 
fuze which contains 16000 small steel balls embedded in its structure. This makes its letnal area 
approximately 3600 square meters of a soft area target More diverse ammunitions, such as 
DPICM, are required to satis£)- the requirements of the modern battlefield 
The other limits of the MRL system are the mobili ty and survivability This system 
;s mounted on the five IOn truck which can not cross the natural or artificial obstacles such as 
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mountainous terrain, barbed wire, etc Mounting the MRL on an armored and tracked vehicle can 
solve this mobility problem as well as improve its survivability for the crew 
Because of the characteristics described this system could be a possible alternatives 
with some investment to satisfy all thc requircments presented in performance objectives 
c. 155 mm (SP and Towed) 
The Korean Anny has two major cannon artillery systems. K-55 is a co-production 
system with BMY and KH-179 is a conversion of the US Ml14A 1. Most specifications of the 
K-55 are the same as M I09Al, but KH-179 has significantly improved perfonnance compared to 
M114AI 
Table 4-2 Specifications of the Howitzers of the Korean Anny 
' \Chara~ K-55 KH-179 J1 
Max. Range (kru) I R 22 
Max. Range (Assisted) 23 .5 30 
Response Time 5 min 10 min 
Max, Rate of Fire 4 rlmin 4 rlmin 
Sustained Rate of Fire 1 rlmin 2r/min 
I Speed (MPH) 35 45 
I Communication wire 
SPfTowed SP Towed (5t) 
I Caliber 39 39 ~-
I Reload manual manual 
I Crew 10 
(Source Jane's Armor and Artillery 1994-1995, p.552 & p,625) 
These systems have the capability of firing various kinds of ammunition. However, 
a better response time, higher rate of fire, and more reliable communication system are required 
for the requirements of the future battlefield 
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2. Import rrom Other Countries 
a. 155 mm Howitzers 
As mentioned in section 5, Chapter 11, there are Illany new artillery systems 
world-wide either in developing or deploying. With only a few ex(;cpt ions., most ~ystems are 155 
mm, self-propelled howitzers with minor differences in perfonnance 
The comparison of major characteristics of those systems compared to the current 
system, M 109A2/A3, is shown on the Table 4-3 
Tablc: 4-J Comparison of Some Systems 
~ M lO'J MID') A6 Ch~raC1t:risli ~~ . /\2/A3 (Paladin) CRlJSADER' PzH 2000 CAESAR" 
40 
Max _ Range (kJn) 18 24 




Response Time .... 10 min I min 25 sec 1 min I min 
Max, RateoCFirc 4 r/min 4 rlmin 10-12elm 3rll Osec 3~ 
Sustained Rate ofFice I r/min 1 r/min 6 rlmin !! rlmi" 6 rlmin 
I I-----------r--~--~----+_ 
Speed (MPH) 3S 40 40 
~~-~-iO-" --t_--~--,-,d-iO~----~--"d-CO_,-----j 
Combat Wc:ight.c(1-,b )-t_5_5~,0_OO-+_6_1,,--60_0---,-____ --,_52~OOO __ +-l--,7 _00_0 
Caliber 39 39 52 52 52 
Reload manual semi-auto automatic automatic automatic 
* CRUSADER System IS expected to eqUIp III 2004, some characteflStlcs 
are nOI available yet 
* * CAESAR is not yet in production or service 
*** Assisted usually means projectile assisted by either rockd (RAP Rocket 
As~iSled Projecti le) or ERFH-HH (Extended Range Full Bore-Base Bleed) 
**** Response Time in here meall ~ required time for the first round shot from 
the movement or not ill emplacement 
(Source : I. Proceedings, 4th lnternational Cannon and Artillery Firepower Symposium 
and Exhibition in June \ 9-22, 1995 and 2. Jane's Annar and Artillery 1994-9 5) 
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Among the alternatives, CRUSADER (U.S.A) and CAESAR (France) systems are 
in the developing, so no further analy~is will be done in this thesis. The PALADIN (U.S,A) and 
PZH 2000 (Germany) systems are selected here as the alternatives to be considered for rurther 
analysis 
b. l\lLRS and ATACMS 
The Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) is an artillery rocket system 
composed of a tracked and self-propelled launcher, disposable pods and a tire control system. Tt 
was an international project, started from the US Anny and later UK, Germany. Italy. and 
France participated, in response to a disparity of the artillery strength between NATO and the 
former Warsaw Pact. 11 was one the fearest weapon systems by the Iraq forces during the Gulf 
war. 11 i~ the best system for the massing fire support 
Some ofits speci ficati ons are shown Table 4-4 
Table 4-4 Specifications of the MLRS 
Classification Data 
Number of Rockets 12 
I 
Length 3,937 m 
- --- - - --
Rocket Weight ]07 kg 
Diameter 227mm 
I 
Weight 156 kg 
I 
Warhead Submunitions 644 DPICM* 
Damaging area 200 x 100 




* I hIS IS an shaped charge whIch can penetrate 76-1 02 mm and newer version has 
six SADARM submunitions. 
*'" 32 km for the phase I launcher and 4S km for Extended Rocket 
(Source : Jane's Armor and Artillery 1994-95, pp. 093-690) 
The US , Army has developed a new anillery rocket system called the Army 
Tactical Missile System (ATACMS). It is fired from the MLRS launcher using off-axis guidance 
techniques to prevent enemy radars from tracking the trajectory ro that it can avoid an enemy's 
counter-battery fire . Each missile is 3.96 m long and 0.61 m in diameter and with a range over 
100 km The warhead weighs 591 kg and contains approximately 950 anti-personnel and 
anti-maleriel bomblets which are dispersed over the target area to detonate upon impact 
Both systems have great capabilities for massing fire and deep attack. However, 
these rocket systems are nOI proper for supponing close combat. Thus these systems can be 
possible alternatives to make up for the inferiority of anillery as a GS or GSR mission There for 
these systems are not considered to be a alternative any more 
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V. ANALYSES OF ALTERNATIVES 
A. ARTn~LERY MODEL 
000 Instruction 5000,2-M defines models to be a representation of an actual or 
conceplttal system that involves mathematics, logical exprcssions or computer simulations 
Models can he used in the COEA to compare the effectiveness of the various alternat ives 
In this thesis, a model of art illery gunl1re is used \0 analyze the effectivt:ness of altematives 
presented in the previous chapter, The Figure 5-1 shows a brief flow chart of the model 
Procedures 
Program Projectile Motion 
C 
Figure 5-1, Flow of the Model 
Input / Output / Action 
[ Initial Angle, Muzzle Velocity, etc 
o : Traj ectory 
I : Drag Coetlieient 0 : Range 
A Trial and Error (Repeat if Necessmy) 
Compare to the Range in Firing Table 
I Standard Deviat ion 
o PEs in Range and Deflection 
A Trial and Error (Repeat ir Necessary) 
Compare to the PEs in Firing Tablt:. 
1 : Parameters Detennined above 
o Em:ctiveness orOne Trial 
A lncrellse the Number of Experiments, 
Take the Average and Find when 
the Average Converges 
o Mean of Effectiveness 
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1. Projectile Motion with Gravity and Drag Force 
The motion of an artillery round is three dimensional projectile motion with gravity and 
drag forces. In three dimension, all axis and angles are defined as follows and showed in the 
Figure 5-2 The axis are assigned as typical right hand coordinate system (x, y, and z axis 
represent detlection, range, and altitude, respectively). The ini tial velocity is Vo, the elevation (the 
vertical angle between mU7.zle and ground) is 00, and the horizontal angle from the yz plane to 
gun is !flo 
------7 Y 
Fif,rure 5-2. Coordinate System for the Model 
Let projectile velocity vector 
where;, y, and ~ represent unit vector of each direction 
The given initial velocity of projectile is can be divided into the fonn, 
v,.;} = Vocos9osin!flo , V~ = Vocos8ocos!flo, and V~ = Vosin8ocos!flo 
The equation of the motion will be 
--> -->, 1-->1' F =-mg - i"CpA V . 
wherc p is air density, g is the acceleration of gravity, In is projectile mass, V is velocity, C is drag 
coefficient, and A is cross-sectional area of projectile 
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Divide the above equation by m and ~eparate it into 3 dimensions, 
Among the variables used in above equations A, g, and m arc fixed parameLers, but p 
depends on the height (z) of the projecLile , The Firing Table shows \55 mm howiLzer trajectory 
passes maximum height 10,000 Lo 11,000 meters. (Reference Appendices A through K, Firing 
Table FT 155-AM-2). The variation of the air density fOf the standard atmosphere is given by the 
Table 5- \ 
Table 5-1 Air density at the different altitude 
Height (m) I Aif density (kg/m l ) HeighL(m) Air density (kg/m)) 
k 0 I \, 2255 6,000 0,6596 
500 l.1677 I 6.500 0,6237 
1,000 I 1.1 120 I 7,000 0,5!!93 
1,500 I 105!!3 7,500 0.5564 
~:ooo I 1,0067 I 8,000 0,5250 
2,500 0,9570 I 8,500 0.4949 
3,000 I 0,9092 9,000 0.4661 
. -
3,500 I 0.8633 9,500 0.43&7 
4,000 0,8191 L 10,000 0.4125 r--
0.387S-4,500 ~ I 10,500 
5,000 I 0,7361 11,000 0,3637 
5,500 I 0.6970 ~ 11,500 03361 
(Source The U S Standard Atmosphere, pp 39-53) 
A plot of the air density against height with fitted lines is shown on the figure 5-3 As 
shown on the figure, the second and third-order fitted points arc almost the same and very close 
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to the actual data points. The codIicient for fourth-order is nearly zero. less than 10--', The 
third-order equation tor the air density is. 
p = 1.226::1 -0, 1189 Z I 0.0046 Zl - 0,0001 Z3 
where z is the altitude of the projectile in knl 
Figure 5-3. Plot Air Density againsl Height 
The drag coefficient, C, varies as the speed, air temperature, and air density changes, For 
the simulation, it can be assumed to he a fixed variable and is determined by trial and error for 
given initial conditions 
Let the initial condition of projectile be the location of gun, that is xo=O, yo=O, zo=O, and 
the vertical angle from the ground to the gun is 0 0. Assume the projectile starts along the path 
only on yz plane, then tPo - 0 
With all of above variables and initial conditions and equations of motion, the trajectory 
data can be computed using the Euler-Cromer method, This method was programmed using the 
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'C' language, and the listing is given in Appendix R Appendix C shows the projectile trajectories 
for several diOerenl charges_ :\ole lhat the cilarge is combined with an elevation angle sllch that a 
specific range is achieved 
2. Hit Distribution and Randum I\umbers 
In reality, the artillery rounds follow this model with some stochastic distribution. The 
Firing Table states that artillery rounds have a normal distribution in range and in deflect ion with a 
certain probable error in meter at any specific range and charge 
Random numbers generated by the computer's random number generator can be used to 
sinlulate tllis distributioIl. It generates integers faJJdomly between zero and 2"-] with a uniform 
distribution_ The random number can be normalized by dividing generated numbers by 211_1, Then 
r, the set of the random numbers between zero and one, is a unifonn distribution as shown in the 
Figure 5-4 
The probabilitv function \vill be, 
pr(r)-,- 1 0 ~r-:;.I 
p,(r) = 0 othef'.vi~e 
1.0 
Figure 5-4. Uniform Distrihution 
The relationship between the uniform distribution and any kind of probability den3ity 
function, p(x), tor example Figure 5-5, is, 
P(X) dx = p(r) dr 
so r = J p(x)dx (I) 
Figun: 5-5, Continuous Probability Distribution Function 
Assume that the distribution of an artillery projectile is caused by distributions of initial 
gun elevation, 8 , deflection angle, ¢, and mU7.Zle velocity, V,. For the simulation, let the angular 
fluctuation around the gun barrel, d:l, create a velocity crror, dV. Then the velocity error can be 
given in the form of dV = V Jd, where r:ld is the angular error between aiming point and actual 
gun barrel. Note that r:ld is caused not only by the error of the initial elevation but also by the 
error of the initial deflection 
At the muzzle, dV has a certain distribution on the xz plane, so the bivariate normal 
distribution is a good assumption to model this distribution. From the standard bivariate normal 
distribution fimction with zero correlation coeftkicnt (i,e. the errors in elevation and that in 
deflection are independent), 
where x and : arc the independent variables, ~x and ~l: represents mean values, and (J"r and (J" z are 
the standard deviatio ns of the random variables, x and : 
Assume ~lr '-' 0 , ~z = 0, and 0 , - = o. = 0, 
. (2) 
Let A. = (x~::') 52 =X2 +:1, x = 5 COSW, : = 5 sin w, and W = tan- l(~) 
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e-J. 
then p(x, z) dx dz == 2ito1 dx dz (J) 
but dx dz == s dsdw =02 d'Adw, from A '" ~ 
so I'(x ,z) dxdz =p(s,w) d'A.dw == (e-~ d'A.)(~}. (4) 
Which is a product of the exponential distribution and the unifonn distribution From 
equation ( I ) for the exponential distribution, p(A), and unifonn distribution, r, we have 
A= - In(r,) (5) 
and 0 == 2Itr, .. . (6), 
where r; *" rJ . (i .e. different random numbers) 
Put equation (5), (6) and s '" om into x = SCOS0 and z == ssinw, 
then x = 0 J-21n(T,) COS(2itT, ) 
andz =oJ- 21n(T;) sin(2ItT, ) .. 
..... .. (7) 
.. (8). 
The initial muzzle velocity, V .. , also has a distribution. Assume that it follows the Gaussian 
distribution with mean value VQ and standard deviation dVo Following the same procedures 
mentioned above yields, 
whereTt~ f ! 
The x and z components of velocity have random distribution associated with equations 
(7) and (8), respectively. Put 0 '" Val3 ! ,fi into equations (7) and (8), and rewrite dV, and d V, by 
using equations (7) and (8), 
thendV~ = "11 J-2 In(r,) cos(2nf, ) . ( 10) 
JI 
Note that dr: (y component of the velocity error caused by the angular error) is neglected 
because the magnitude of it is much smaller than the df70 which is the error of initial velocity 
Put V, given by equation (9), into equations (10) and (11), and add the revised equations 
to the program as the random portion of the projectile motion. Appendix D is the 'C' program to 
determine the standard deviations of angle and velocity_ This program contains sorting nmction 
which orders errors and calculate the probable errors (PEs) 
Run this program with random firing data and check the PEs as the number of fires 
increases, Appendix E is a plot which shows how many rounds are required to get a converged 
PEs, The solid lines represent the PEs in deflection and the dotted lines show the PEs with several 
different firing data and arbitrary standard deviations It shows 5000 rounds yielding the PEs 
within one meter and the PEs from 10,000 rounds converging to 0,2 m 
Now change the standard deviations oflhe angle and muzzle velocity, dtheta (radian) and 
dvO (m/sec) in program, dtheta from ° to 0005 with stepsize of O.()(X)l and dvO from 0 to 2.5 
with stepsize ofOl, and check the PEs from 10,000 rounds, Appendix F shows the results from 
st-'Veral different sets firing data Detennine the dtheta and dvO by finding or interpolating with the 
nearest values for the given PEs at the specific range in the Firing Table 
Detennining the standard deviation is the most critical part of the simulation because it 
directly relates the distribution of impact points that affect the cf1"ectiveness of each system_ To 
confIrm dtheta and dvO, put the determined values into the program again, and run it one more 
time to check the PEs, The PEs in the Firing Table are stated by an integer number in every 1000 
km, Tfthe result shows the different PEs compared to the given PEs in the firing data, then repeat 
all of the above procedures with more round or smaller stepsize. 
3. Target Descriptions and Assumptions 
There are various hnds of targets in the battlefield. In this thesis, a Jon m x 50 m 
rectangular target is used as a standard for a six howitzer battery to compare the effectiveness of 
each alternatives_ Assume each howitzer aims at one of the six equally spaced aiming points on 
the 300 III x 50 m target as shown in the figure 5-6 
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fhe damage to the target due to each round impact is detcrmined as follows Divide the 
target into one square meter (I m x I m) cells (15000 cells for the 300 III X 50 m target). Once 
each round fires, examine the trajectory and find the impact point. The round is assumed to cause 
damage within the circle with a radius of 15 m. The number of damaged cells is determined by 
drav:ing a circle around the impact point with a radius of 25 m. Each cell vvill be examined as to 
whether it is damaged or not . After tiring a volley, the ratio of damaged cells/area of the target is 
detennined 
I l-' ~  1 ~3~'1 
I (+ . Aiming Point<;) I 
Figure 5-6. Target Size and Aiming Points 
To measure and compare effet:tiveness, some more assumptions are required. First, there 
is no consideration for error in the gun position and target location Second, the conditions of the 
atmosphere, howill:er, and projectile are considered to be standard In other words, neglect, or 
assumed to be corrected, the differences of each howitzer, projectile, and weather condition 
Third, suhsequent hits on each cell does not contribute the damage. (i.e only the first hit on the 
each cell damages to target) 
Appendix H is the 'C' program that computes the cumulative damage on the area larget by 
multiple firing. The result varies very mllch wilh a small number of trials because of the random 
distribution. However, as the number of the trials increases, the average converges to cenain 
number. Appendix I shows the change of the average cumulative damage compared to the number 
of trials. It shows about 500 trials are required to get a conv("'fged average. Tahle 5-2 shows 
cumulative damage (averaged over 500 trials) to the stationary 300 m x 50 m target at the 
different ranges with different charges as the number of rounds increases 
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The numbers in the table are the only relative measurement for comparing the performance 
and do not represent the rat io of actual damage. The number of rounds fired on a target in the 
combat situation is decided by the fire Direction Olncer (fDO) in accordance with the Joint 
Munit ions Effectiveness Manual (JI'vtEM) . According to the Pv1EM, most cases of a fire mission 
require from three to five rounds to attack the targets, which are highlighted with a doubled line in 
the table. It wil l serve as criteria of the measures of effectiveness for each alternatives 
Table 5-2 Cumulative Damage to a Stationary Target 
Range (km) 10 15 I I 
0.56 0.42 0.46 0.39 0,27 
0.81 0.66 070 062 0.47 
0,9 1 0.80 0.84 077 0,62 
0.96 0,88 0 .91 0.86 0,72 
0.98 0,93 0 .95 0.91 0.80 
I 0.99 0,96 0.97 0.95 0.85 
0.99 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.89 
-
1.00 0.99 0,99 0,98 0,92 
100 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.94 
10 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0,96 
B. 1\.JEASURES A~D ANALYSES OF EFFECTIVENESS 
The analyses of effectiveness provide measures that assist in distinguishing the differences 
between alternatives. They show how the alternatives compare in meeting functional objectives 
The measures should be re lated directly to the :.ystem's performance characteristics 10 satisfy the 
missions identified at the beginning of the acquisition program. Quantitative and objective 
measures of the effectiveness are recommended to minimize personal bias 
To measure the relative effectiveness of the alternatives, every possible engagement cases 
should be modeled and measured There are many kinds of targets and engagement methods 
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However, targets can be classified into two categories stationary and mo~ing The effectiveness 
of attacking a stationary target, such as a wlrunand post, supply depot, and so on, is not 
dependent upon the rate of fire or response time as is a moving target. Consequently measure the 
e{1(:ctiveness of the alternatives wi!! be detennined by running the simulation program with each 
system's rate of fire for different target mobile characteristics 
Tn this thesis, a moving target means that all , or any potion of the target, (;an change its 
position during the attack so that the damage would he reduced This movement can be 
categorized into two way: dispersion and linear in any direction 
I. Rate of Fire 
The rate of fire is one of the important characteristics related directly to the fire support 
capability of the artillel)' system. The current systems, such as the Ml09 series, have a maximum 
rate of fire four rounds per minute in three minutes and a sustained rate of fi re one round per 
minute. As shown on the Table 4-3, the alternatives have a much faster rate of ti re than current 
systems 
a, DispersiJlg Target 
A good example of this target is an assembly area Assumptions for this 
engagement are as follows The first round hits the same wndition as a stationary target. The 
non-damaged potion of the target disperses in all directions with a certain speed within a 
boundary. Assume that the spe<:d varies from 2.5 Ill/min to 100 rnlmin with, a maximum 
movement of 100 m in cach direction, As an example, Figure 5-7 shows thc target size ev<:ry 
minute if the dispersion speed is 50 rrJmin 
As shown in the figure second volley impacts on the target size 400 m x 150 m In 
other words number of target cells is increased from 15,000 to 60,000. The number of ce!!s when 
the third volley impacts is 125,000 
Let the initial condition of the target be unity, and d, represents the damage caused 
by the ith volley. Th<: fir~1 volley will damage the target by d,. The second volk.-y impacts the 
target which v.ill be I-d, in the size 350 m x 100 m if the target disperses with the speed of 
50m/min and the rate of fire is one round pcr minute, After tIll;: compktion of the second volley, 
the program will measure the damage on the target v.~th expanded size. Let the damage be d;r The 
cumulative damage, caused by the first and second volleys will be d, -"- d/l-d,) This procedure of 
measuring the damage will be continued for subsequent volleys. Appendix H is the program that 
contains this procedure to measure the effectiveness of artillery attacking a dispersing target by 
using proper variables 
u:;:n Initial Target (300 x 5() 
After I min. (4()() ); 150) 
I--=:J After 2 min and later (SO() x 250) 
Figure 5·7. Dispersing Target with Speed 50 mJmin 
Table 5-3 shows the cumulative damage by the one-round-per-minutc cannon 
battery against the target with the speed 50 mlmin,As shown in the Table 5-3, five rounds are not 
enough to satisfy the fire mission for the dispersing target. Even after ten rounds of fire, the 
cumulative damage is less than 80 percent for most of the experiment. 
If the rate of fire is increased, it is dear that subsequent volleys can impact on a 
smaller target so that the target will be damaged more. Table 5-4 shows the cumulative damage 
against the same target described earlier with an increased rate of fire offom rounds per minute, 
and Table 5-5 shows the results with ten rounds per minute. Numbers in the parentheses in the 
Tables 5·3 through 5-8 represent the number of charges. Assume that each target is attacked by 
six volleys, and the results of sixth rounds are highlighted with doubled line in the tables. More 
measures of effediveness with various conditions are attached in Appendix I 
The reason of choosing six volleys is for convenience to compare the performance, 
even though JMEM recommends between three to five rounds. In other words, the six volleys 
can be fired either six volleys by one battery, three volleys by two batteries, or two volleys by 
three batteries 
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Table 5-3 Target Size and Cumulative Damage for I round/min 
I Target sq _  Damage II 
Round (rnxm) I 5km(4) 11 0km(6) 1IO km (7) 110km(8) 115km(8) ll 
I ]00,50 I 0.55 I _041 I 045 I 0]8 I O~I 
2 400 J( 150 I 0,64 I 0.53 J 0,56 I 0_50 0.39 
r-------;--- 5~x2S0 ~~60 O~4 I 045 
~~~7TTo,61 ~ 059 L 0_50 II 
5 500 x 250 0_74 I 0,65 0,67 I 0,63 I 055 II 
6 500 x 250 II ° 76 ~ 0.68 II 070 ! 0.66 II 0 59 II 
Table 5-4 Target Size and Cumulative Damage for 4 rounds/min 
I I Target Size Damage 1 
Round (mxm) I 5km(4) I lOkrn(6) 1 10 km (7)1 1O-km(8) j 15 km(8) ' 
I 300 x 50 I 0,56 I 0.42 I 046 0,39 0.27 
,C-------
m X75 i 2 0,75 ,~O_66 0.59 0,46 
] 350 x 100 0,83 0.73 0.76 0, 70 05~  
4 375 x 125 0,87 I 0,79 0.82 0.77 0,66 
5 400 x [50 I 0_90 I 0,83 086 I 0,81 0,71 
6 425 x 175 II 0.92 II o 86 ~ 0.88 ~ 0.84 075 
fable S-Sc Tar~t Size and Cumulative Damalole for 10 rounds/min 
r Roood 
Target SiLc Damage II 
(rnxm) 15 km(4)~Okm(7)"TlOkm(!!) 1 15 km(8) I 
II I 300 x 50 I 0.56 0 '~---L;~6 0.39 0.27 
II I 
2 310 x 60 0.78 0,65 0.69 0,61 0,47 
3 320 x 70 088 I 0,78 O,gl I 0,74 0.60 
I 
4 330x80 I 0.93 I 0,85 I 0,88 I 0.83 0.70 I 
5 340 x 90 l 0.96 0.90 I 0.92 0.88 0,77 
II 6 350 x 100 II 0.97 II 093 I 094 II 0,9 1 0,82 
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Figure 5-8 shows how the cumulative damage after six rounds varies as the rate of 
fire changes with dilTerent target speed. Each range and charge combination has one set of three 
different type lines. As shown in the figure, the effectiveness to the stationary target (speed =" 0) 
have the same value (three lines start from one point), and those of the ten-rounds-per-minute 
howitzer dropped less than 10 percents compared to a stationary target while those of the 
one-round-rer-minute and four-rounds-per-minute lowered significantly 
g 0 .9 solid line: 10 rlmin 
~ 0.85 , - , :c~-- '- a _ ~:~:~~i~:e: :,4r/~~~n JO.8 --~~ 
0.75 ~ line a : 5 km . charge 4 
..... ,~ '1 line b: 10 km, charge 7 
0.7 
0 ,65 
J line c: 10 km , charge 6 
1:1" >-_  ._ ... "  "' j line d 10 km. charge 8 
c --- line e : 15 km, charge 8 
0.6 J 
0.55 O~O'-----':40"--'61l;'- '8"o-~rOo 
Speed of Taregel (mtmin) 
"-------
Figure 5-8 . Cumulative Damage after Six Rounds with Different Rate otT ire 
To achieve the same damage with the four-rounds-pcr-minute howitzers as the 
ten-rounds-per-minute battery achieved, the number of firing unit should be inaeased, Figure 5-9 
shows the eftectiveness of six volleys by one ten-rounds-per-minute howitzer battery, three 
volleys by two four-rounds-pcr-minute howitzer batteries, and two volleys by three four.rounds-
per-mmute howitzer balleries. As shown on the Figure 5-9 the effectiveness of a ten-rounds-
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per-minute howitzer battery is approximately the same a~ that of the two four-rounds-per-minute 
howitzer batteries 








(3 unit 2 volleys) 





0.550r--' '0,----'4KO--6NO,----' 8mo- --=,;'00 
Speed of Tareget (m/min) 
(2 unit 3 volleys) 
-x- : 4 rlmin 
(1 unit 6 volleys) 
1 rlmin 
(1 unit 6 volleys) 
Figure 5-9. Relative Eflectiveness of the Different Systems to Dispersing Target 
b. Target MO\-'ing Linearly 
Actual movement of Ihe forces in the battlefield is usually not a linear maneuver 
However, some maneuvers, for example a road marching unit, in a shon moment can be modeled 
as a linear movement If the speed of target at the moment is v (m/min). then the new location of 
the target at a later time will be VI, where f is the time between the volleys 
Figure 5-10 shows how the speed of a target and the rale of fire arc related 10 
damage. This relationship is shown in the plot of cumulative damage to the tarSel caused by two 
different kinds of howitzer batteries (a fou r-rounds-per-minute and a ten-rounds- per-minute) with 
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different target speeds at the range of 15 km. As shown in the Figure 5-10, with a four-munds-
per-minute howitzer the first round is the only cause of damage when the targLi moves faster than 
600 mlmin, However, the second and third volleys of a ten-rounds-per-minute howitzer can 
damage the target when it moves with a speed of 1000 Inlmin, even though the additional damage 
is very small, The other results at the other ranges with different charges are similar 
Dotted line 4 rounds/min 
Dashed line 10 rounds/min 
\'=600 
10 
Number of Rounds 
Figure 5-10. Cumulative Damage with Different Target Speed 
As an example, assume that the target approaches along the firing direction with 
the speed ofv '" 200 mlmin (7.5 miles/hour). Tables 5-6 through 5-8 show the cumulative damage 
at different ranges and charges by each wcapon system with different rate of fire 
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Table 5-6 Cumulative Damage by I round/min 
Target O, m'8e ~ 
Round Location (m) 5 km (4) [ 10 km (6) [ 10 kill (7110 km (8) LIS km (8) 
I Range 055 
1 









0 .. 18 
1 
027 3 









5 -ROO 0.55 0.4 1 0.45 
1 
038 1 027 
I 6 -1000 0.55 1 0.41 I 0.45 0,]8 0,27 II 
Table 5-7 Cumulative Damage by 4 rounds/min 
Target Damage 
Round Location (m) ~~ km-=(-7)T 1'-O-kn-'-(S') 1-
'
-5 km- i-g)" 1 
Range 0.55 I 0.4 1 [ 0.45 0.38 0.27 








-1 50 059 1 0,51 1 0,53 1 0.49 I~ -200 0.59 1 051 0,53 I 0.49 
6 -250 0.59 0.51 
1 
0.53 0.49 0.43 
~ 
Table 5-8 Cumulative Damage for 10 rounds/min 
Target Damage 
Round Location (m) 5 km (4) [10 km (6) 110 km (7) 10 km (8) 115 km (8) 
1 Range OSS 0.41 045 O,3R 0,27 




0.65 0.58 0.46 





0.7 0.63 4 
r---- ~ 5 -80 0.76 
1 
0.73 0.73 0,72 
6 -100 0 .76 0.73 
1 
0.73 0.72 0.67 
4 1 
Figure 5-1 I is a plot of the results of the same analysis as done with a dispersing 
target with the different systems and different number of firing units at the range of 15 km 
+.: 10 rlmin 
(3 unit 2 valleys) 
.x. 10 r!min 
(2 unit 3 volleys) 
: 10r/min 
(1 unit 6 volleys) 
._ -+- : 4 rlmin 
} . 
(3 uni.t 2 volleys) 
-x- 4r/min 
'>- __ • (2 unit 3 volleys) 
1
--- 4c1mi ' 
(1 unit 6. volleys) 
. -.- 1 r/mln 
__ _____ __ _ (1 unit 6 volleys) 03 [ 
0.2 0 200 -~4"'6no -'6"'OO~-"'80~o-",,10'~ 
Speed of Tareget (m/min) 
Figure 5-11 . Relative Effectiveness of the Different Systems to Linearly Moving Target 
This plot shows the damage caused in each case decreases as the speed of the 
target increases. The damage caused by the higher rate of fire decreases less than by the lower 
rate of fire in the case of increasing targ,,'t speed. According to the Figure S-ll, the relative 
Lifectiveness of the different systems varies as target speed changes. Most vehicles in the modem 
battlefield can maneuver with a speed or between IS miles per hour (400 m/min) and 30 miles per 
hour (800 mlmin). In tillS speed range, three four-rounds-per-minute howitzer batteries can cause 
roughly the same damage as that caused by two batteries often-rounds-per-minute howitzer 
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2. Response Time 
Response time is another important characteristic of artillery performance. As shown in 
the Table 4-3, current systems have a response lime around ten minutes In other words, a moving 
firing uni t requires ten minutes for the first round of fire . That means the larget can move, auack, 
fire, or take any other action for ten minutes without any interference. Even if the uni t fires after 
ten nUnutes, the enemy may move far away from the position fired at 
If the target is an enem~ls artillery, th!;!if fi ring at the friendly position for ten minutes of 
fi ring without any restriction is cnough for them [0 accomplish their mission, or to move to 
another position. because their artillery system has a similar rate offirc capability 
C. COSTS 
A cost estimate is another important issue of the acquisition program. Decision makers 
must combine cost estimates with measures of operational etiectiveness. This should be a life 
cyele (;Ost (LCC) estimate for each alternative. However, LCC is usually a rough estimate, 
particularly those costs associated with system operation aJ)d support . A careless analysis of the 
LCC wastes budget and sometimes causes polit ical and/or diplomatic problems, especially if the 
program reqUIres 1mportmg weapons 
As mentioned in introduction, there are only limited data availabk and the focus of this 
thesis is on the analysis of the effectiveness_ So the remainder of this thesis wi!! briefly explain the 
contents of the rest parts ofa COEA and short analysis with the data available 
1. Life Cycle Cust 
There are several standard weapon system costs and components of the costs . Figure 5-12 
shows the concept and composition of ea(;h standard cost 
The contractors asking price is usually the program acquisition (;Ost plus their profit 
JJowever, from the DOD or program manager's view point, the LCC is more important because 
Lee contains operation and support costs, which can be much larger than the program 
acquisition cost and is very sensitive to the system's perfonnance 
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+ Management -,.- Tech Data 
II-n --- Hardware. j - Publication 
+ Softwan: + Contrador Service 
+ Nonrcccunng "Start-up" + Support Equipment 
I + Allowance for Change J T·· E II + mmmg q"pmm' 
I 
]<'LYAWAYCOST -FactocyTraining 
WEAPON SYSlEM COST 
+ Initial Spart:s 
PROCUREMENT COST 
+ Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation 
+ Facility Constmction 
PROGR.\M ACQUISITION COST 
+ Operation & Support (Includes Post-production Support) 
+ Disposal 
LTFE CYCU: COST 
Figure 5-12. Relationship and Composition of the Standard Costs 
(Source : System Engineering Management Guide p. 17-3) 
2. Estimating TuhniquM 
There are several co~t estimating techniques_ Sometimes, two or more methods can be 
used together to estimate a given program Lee The most appropriate method, or methods, 
should be selected by a case-by-case basis 
H. Parametric Estimates 
This method estimates the cost with particular clemenl(s) thal is a function of one 
or more technical. physical. or other parameter(s) considered to he most dosely rdated to the 
cost, su(;h as the rate of fire and response time in the artillery system_ This analysis requires a 
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statistical data base, and the accuracy of the estimate is highly dependent lIpon the quamity and 
quality of the data base. This approach is usually used to eSlimate the production or development 
b. Estimating hy Analogy 
The cost of a particular component, element or system may be similar to an 
existing system. The cost of Ihe exist ing system serves as the baseline, and adjustments for the 
differences yields the new cost. This approach is relatively simple and gives good accuracy for 
similar systems in the same type, but it is undesi rable for high technology systems, such as 
electronics 
c. Engineering Estimates 
This method, also called a "bottom-up" estimate or a "grass roots" method, is the 
construction of costs by estimating each component or equipment item. This is the most detailed 
technique with the best accuracy, hut it requi res a detailed program and product definitions It 
also costs a lot of time and money 
ti. ["'pert Opinion 
This estimate is provided by the person, or persons, knowledgeable in a topic area 
This may be biased, so it is not used when there is su fficient data, or when other methods arc 
availahle 
3. Cost Estimation 
A broad scope of data, system quality factors, such as MTBF, MTTR, MTBM, etc , 
manpower implications, and other operating and suppon cost data, are required to estimate LCC 
As mentioned in the introduction, only a few (.:Cst data bases arc available, and some data are 
classified. so an estimate of the LCC is out of the scope of this thesis. However. some COSt 
estimates of a rew similar cases wi ll be done by analogy 
11. Development of New Sy~tem 
Even though there is sufficient technical and financial background, this alternative 
is the riskiest one. So, a very careful analysis is required for tllis alternative. However. most 
developing countries don't have enough historical data for the analyses. Table 5-9 shows R&D 
cost of some the U S. Army anillery systems 
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Table 5-9 R&D Cost of the U S Army Artillery Systems (in million dollars) 
Fiscal U.S . Army M 198 M 119 MI09 A6 
Year Deflator Yearly in 1995 Yearly in 1995 Yearly in 1995 
1973 31.2 14J I 45,8 
I 
1974 34.4 6.0 17.4 
1975 37,9 6.8 17,9 
1976 40,6 2.4 5.9 
I 1977 44.2 05 l.l 
I 1978 48 .0 0.7 1.5 
--I------i, 





1981 625 0.3 OJ 
1982 65.8 
I 1983 68.3 
- -
1984 70.7 19 ,3 27.3 
'---------- - -
1985 72.8 9. 1 12.5 26 .9 I 37,0 
1986 74 ,9 10.9 14.6 22.9 30.6 
1987 77,2 13 ,1 17,0 35,3 45 .7 
1988 80.1 6.3 79 31.0 . 38:7 
1989 83.1 1. 6 1.9 25.4 30,5 
II 
1990 86,7 12.4 14.3 
1991 89,7 I 88 98 
. -
I 1992 92.2 
II Total ~ 93 ,9 4 1.0 53,9 182,0 2339 
The M119 is a light towed 105 mm howitzer for the U. S. Army special forces, so it does 
satisfy the performance objectives mentioned in Chapter IV. The MI98 is a 155 nun towed 
howitzer, so this is not proper either. As shov.1l in the Table 4-3 , the MI09 A6 system is the 
closest system that satisfies the requirements, Similarly, the estimated cost of developing new 
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system will be appw:-;imatciy 233 .9 million dollars in 1995 currency (estimate by analogy), and 
this does not exceed the budget limit. However, there is less technical background and fewer 
facilities in Korea than in the U. S A. Consequently, for pract ical use, a more careful analyses is 
required for the costs, such as constructing new facilities, training personnel, and so on 
Tn addition 10 the R &D cost, procurement cost should be added to estimate the program 
acquisition cost for the al ternatives, Again, the U S. Army's Ml09A6 data will be used as an 
estimate The U S Army has fielded this system since 1990. Table 5-10 shows the procurement 
cost data of the U S Army 
Table 5-10 M I09A6 Cost Data ($ in mill ion) 
Fiscal Cost Deflator Cost Accm Unit Accm Mid-I Unit 
Year (1995) Cost Unit Point Cost 
1990 75.5~ 87 ,0 140,0** 140,0 44 I 44 22 1 3.18 
1991 180,4 89,5 201.6 34Ui 60 I 104 74 32'8 
1992 13 1.6 I 91.9 143.2 484.8 60 I 164 134 2,96 
1993 111 .1 I 94,4 11 7,7 602 ,5 60 224 194 269 1-
m 3 I 762,5 394 309 1 1.94 1994 97.1 160,0 170 
1995 226.0 100 0 226,0 988,5 215 6()9 SOLS 1l:62 
1996 220.2 1 102,9 213 .8 1,202 ,3 215 1 824 716.5 1 1.46 
* does not include long leads m 1988 ($ 16,3 :.\-1) and m 1989 ($ 27.8 fo,{) 
** includes long leads mentioned above (changed into 1995 dollar) 
(Source : Paladin Prob'fam Office) 
:-.iote that the unit cost generally decreases as the accumulated quantity increases The U 
S Anny cost estimating reference book states that this decrease is a "Learning Phenomenon" , and 
log-fit is a good model for this phenomenon. [RdCrence Chapter 7, Cost Estimating Reference 
Bookl. Figure 5-13 shows the unit cost versus accumulated units graphically (data from tabk 
5- 10 shown as +'s), and the fitted equation (solid line) is, 
y = 8,47 x-·on (million dollars / unit) (12), 
where x is the accumulated unit quantity and y is the ac(.'Umulated unit cost 
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Note that t he accuracy of this estimating technique depends upon the quant ity to be 












Figure 5-13_ Estimate of the M 109A6 Unit Cost 
rhe total cost (TC) for n units can be calculated by integrating the equation (\2) fro m zero 
TC= J:ydx o; J: 8.47 X--fJ 2l dx 
= ~:~~ n O-7l (million dollars) (13) 
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Therefore, the total program acquisition cost for 1/ units will be the sum of equation (13) 
and $ 2339 million, the R&D cost estimated above, 
~';~ n 075 +2339 (million dollars) . (14) 
b. Import from the Other Countries 
fmporting a weapon system is a continuous negotiating process. The cost of the weapon 
system can vary greatly, Among the selected alternatives, the company that builds the M109A6 
system asks 1.44 million dollars per unit. Therefore, procurement cost for n units will be simple 
multiplication ofn by ! 44, 
] .44n (million dollars) (IS) 
The cost data for the Pili 2000 system, another altemative for importing, is not available 
Assume that the price of this system 2 million dollars per unit for further analysis, then Ihe 
procurement cost for n units will be, 
211 (miUion dollars) (16) 
D, TRADf~-O:Fl'· ANALYSES 
DoD instruction SOOO.2-M states that the trade-off analyses describe equal-cost or 
equal-capability packages; that is, they display the implications or trading one set of controllable 
variables (such as schedule or performance) for another (such as cost) 
Weighting oflhe parameters, ranking each alternative, and computing the overall grade is 
the most common method used to do a trade-off analysis. Finding the key parameters and proper 
weighting is critical to the results 
1. If ncertainty 
rhe areas of uncertainties that are in the cost and effectiveness models should be 
examined, These analyses serve to highlight for the decision maker the areas in which 
uncertainti~s most likely affect the analyses and results 
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2. Sensitivity 
Sensitivity analy~e~ show how the characteristics of the system affect military utility or 
effectiveness, The inherent uncertainty in estimating cost and/or effectiveness and in determining 
their impact should be analyzed 
3. Thresholds 
Thresholds are the maximum cost and/or minimum acceptable performance that can be 
tolerated in a system 
E. DECISION CRITERIA 
The eriteria on which decisions are to be made should he clearly explained , Multiple 
criteria are always preferable to a single criterion 
In the art illery system, estimated cost, rate of fire, accuracy of fire, etc., muld be the 
decision criteria, or criterion if only one is selected , As an example, assume that the cost is the 
single criterion among the three alternatives, home development, MI09A6 system, and PzH 2000 
system, Figure 5-14 is a plot of equations (14), (15), and (16) which shows the cost differences 
among alternatives as the quantity to be procured incre~es 
]'0 find the intersection point between home development and MlO9A6, equate the two 
equations, (14) and (15), and numerically solve for n, The intersection value is approximately 
4400 units_ This means if the quantity to he procured is less than 4400, then importing the 
MI09A6 costs less, otherwise home development costs less 
]'0 find the intersection value between home development and PzH 2000, use equations 
(14) and (16). The result is n = 1430 units, which also means if the quantity to be procured is less 
than 1430, then importing pzH 2000 costs less, otherwise home development costs less 
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10 ~ solid lin~: M109A6 
c I dashed line PzH2000 
~ 
cD 8 .. 
Unit(in 1000) 
Figure 5-14. Cost Difference among the Alternatives 

VI. SUMMARY OF TIrt:: RESULTS 
This part ofa COEA summarizes the findings that emerged from the analyses Table 6-1 is 
the most popular format for the summary of the results 
In this th l;!sis. the decision cri teria consist of rate of fire, response time, range and cost 
Each criterion is given a relative weight of J ,0. Assume the quantity 10 he procured is 1000 units, 
then the cost tor three alternatives M109A6, PzB :WOO, and home development will be, $ 1.44 
Bill ion (B), $ 2.0 8, and $ 2,24 B, respectively, or relatively 1 0,072, and 0,65 
In the measures of the eJiediveness, it is assumed that M I09A6 can fire fo ur-rounds_ 
per-minute, and the other alternatives fire wi th tt:n-rounds-per-minute Iiring ratc. The measured 
effectiveness ofa ten-rounds-per-minute howitzer banery causes t,vice the damage in a dispersing 
target and 1.5 times the damage for the linearly moving target than the four- rounds-per-minute 
howit:,.:er battery. A~sume that there arc equal portions of the target in the battlefield, stat ionary, 
dispersing, and linearly movement. Let the grade for the ten-rounds- per-minute howitzer be one 
Then the grade for the four-rounds-per- minute will be, 
All of the alternatives have the same response time and satisfy the required range, so the 
grades tor these characteristics will be unity . 
. ~ 6- 1 Summary of the Results 
System 
Characteristics Weight M 109A6 
Rate of Firc I 10 0.72 
Response tim;f 1.0 1.0 
Range 1 1.0 10 
Cost. 1. 0 10 
Overall Grade :U2 
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Alternatives 
I pzH 2000 I Development 
I 1 0 I 1.0 
1.0 10 
I 1 0 I 1.0 
I 0.72 I 0.65 
I 3.72 I 3.65 
In the table 6-1, the weights on each criterion arc equal. However, the re~u1t~ could be 
significantly changed if the weighting~ vary. Also Table 6-1 only shows the format and the result 
is not practical because of the limits mentioned before 
S4 
vn. CO;.lCLUSIONS 
One of the most important parts of the 000 management is the acquisition of weapon 
systems. The objective is how to find the most etfective system with the least o:.:ost. There are 
IIlany considerations and possible ways to achieve this goal which require considerable tiIllc and 
expense The L. S 000 instruction 5000 series shows one way to avoid iheoc problems and 
difficuliies and how to select the best alternative through a Cosi and Operational Effectiveness 
Analysis (COEA). The COEA aides a decision maker by qlJantifying the vaTlous cost 
considerations and performance characieristics 
This thesis uses the procedure and format of COLA specified in DoD instruction 5000 
series for the future artillery system in Korea. A computer simulation was developed to measure 
the effe.:.:tivcncss of each alternative. Even though many requirements and inputs are assumed and 
simplified (because of the time liTllit and sensitivity of the ddense industry), thi~ simulation can 
serve as an example for the acquisition management offilture artillery systcms 
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APPENDIX A. COEA FORMAT 
[This is a COEA fo nnat given in the attachment I (page 8- 1- 1 to 8-1-2), Part 8, DOD 
instruction 5000.2-M,J 
COST AND OPERA TJON"AL EFFECTIVENESS ANAL VSJS 
}' OK 
PROGR<\M TITLE 
I. The Acquisition Issue 
a. Need 
Describes the deficiency or opportunity identified at Milestone 0, Concept Studies 
Approval in the Mission need Statement, Shows derivation from Defense Planning Guidance 
h. T hreat 
Describes projected enemy forces and tact ics, including potential countenneasurcs . Cites 
sources for the project ions and areas of uncertainty, References the System Threat Assessment 
Report 
c. Euvironment 
Defines expected operating environment (tcrrain, weather, altitude, etc. ). Notes N lied 
contributions where re\cvant. References the applicable sections of the Operational Requirements 
Documem 
d. Constraints 
Describes underlying assumptions regarding persorme!, funding, and technical constraints 
Shows effects, at the margin, of change~ in the assumptions. Refercnces the applicable sections of 
the M~sion Need Statement and the Operational Requirements Document 
e. Operational Concept 
Summarizes thc organizational and operational plan for the proposed system Covers 




a. Performance Objectives 
Describes quantitatively the minimum acceptable operational requirements and objective~ 
for the perfonnance of the proposed concept or system, Shows the impact of changes at the 
margin in performance and mission satisfaction References the applicable scctions of the 
Operational Requirements Document 
b. Ilescription of Alternatives 
Describes the al ternatives investigated in the analysis 
3. Analysis of Altcrnatives 
a.Models 
Identifies the models used in the analysis and discusscs thc rcasons for their selection 
Documents the input data and assumptions 
b. Measures of Effectiveness 
Identifies the measures of effectiveness used; explains the rationale for their selection 
Presents results for the individual alternatives 
c.Cost ... 
Shows life cyele and force costs for each alternative in the constant and current dollars 
Displays sunk cost~ (if providl>ti) separately Shows manpower implications and program and 
budget status 
d. Trade-Off Analysis 
Shows uncertainties in the cost and effectiveness estimates for each alternative, Analyzes 
sensitivity of the results to changes in the performance and schedule. Identifies possible cost and 
performance thresholds for each alternative 
e. Decision Criteria 
Suggests criteria for selecting among the alternatives 
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4. Summary of Results 
Summarizes the major fmdings and analysis Highlights factors affecting the acceptabili ty 
of the alternatives, both individually and in re lation to one another 
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1 Round Trajectory 
'1 
'1 1······································1 
# include <stdio.h> 
# include <math.h> 
maine ) 
float r1, r2,max,x, y, yO, Z, g, Vx, Vy, Vz, dt,pii 
float e, rho, erA, m, vO, range, el, d, A, t, v, dtheta, dVx, dvy, dvz; 
float thetaO, thiO i 
int seed,i,j,k; 
FILE *fp 







el=451 . 1: 
vO=474; 
1* projectile mass in kg 
I * Data of gun and target 




thetaO=(2*pi*el)/6400; 1* vertical angle of gun in radian *1 
dtheta=O. 0 i 
thiO=O.Oi 
range'" 1 0000.0; 
1* dispersion of gun 
fprintf(fp,"\n** * Trajectory Data ***\n"); 
• I 
fprint f(fp,"Time(sec) z\n"); 
dt=0.05; 
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max=pow( 2.0,31 .0)-1. 0 ; 
seed=l; 
srandom(seed) i 
x=O.O; y=O.O; z=O . O; t=O; 
/* Initial ve l ocity component of each direction * / 
Vx:vO*si n ( thetaO) *sin( thiO) j 
Vy=vO*cos (thetaO) ; 
vz=vO*sin (thetaO) *cos (thiO) j 
r 1=Tandom() /maxj 
r2=random( )/maxj /* random component * / 
/* of velocity * / 
dVx=vO*dtheta*sqrt ( - 2 . 0 * log( rl) ) *sin( 2. O*pi *r2) /sqrt (2.0) ; 
dVz=vO *dtheta*sqrt (-2 .0 * log (rl) ) *cos (2. O*pi * r2) /sqrt (2 0); 
Vz:Vz +dVz j 
Vx=Vx+dVxj 
while (z >=O. 0) 
{ z z"'z/lOOO; 
rho=l. 2263-0. l 189*zz+0. 0046*zz * zz-O. 0001 *zz* z z * zz j 
crA=c*rho*A/ (2* m) i 
v "'sqrt (Vx*Vx+Vy*Vy+Vz*Vz) j 
Vz=Vz- (g+crA*v*Vz) *dtj 
Vx=Vx- (crA*v*Vx ) *dt; 





fprintf {fp, "%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n" ,t,x, y, z) j 
close (fp); 
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APPENDIX D. 'C' PROGRAM lOR TH.~ CHECKING PROBABLt: ERROR 
1* 1<1< *1< 1<1<1< 1<1< ** **1<1<,0".1< 1<** 1<**1< 1< 1< 1<* 1<** *1< 1<1< 1< I 
Probable Error 
·f 
1* * 1<** *** * * ** ****** * 1<* * **** * * * * ***** ** * I 
# include <stdio.h> 
# include <math . h> 
main( ) 
float r 1 , r2 I r3,r4 , max,x,y, yO, Z, ZZ I g, Vx, Vy, vz,dt,ti,pi: 
float c, rho I erA, m, mv, dvO, vO, range ,eI, d, A, t, v, dtheta,dVx , dVz: 
float thetaO I thiO I pe, sum _ x, sum _y, ax, ay i 
int seed ,h,i,j,s, k,nr,nrO: 
f loat rdata [1000001, ddata [ 100000 1 ,data [1000001 ,sorti 
FILE *fp: 
fp "" fopen( "po 15cB", "w"); 
fprintf(fp,"dvO "" %8 .4f\t dtheta =%7.3f\n",dvO,dtheta): 
pi:3.141592654: 
g =9.8 : 
d = 155.0/1000: 
c""0 . 3062: 




vO""684: 1* i nitial velocity of projectile *1 
thetaO=(2*pi*el)/6400: 1* vertical angle of gun i n radian *1 
dtheta=O. 00125: 
dvO "" 2.1i 
thiO=O . Oi 
range=15000 . 0: 
dt=O.05: 
nr=100 : 
1* Standard Deviation of Muzzle velocity *1 
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nrO = O; 
max=pow( 2 0,31 . 0) - 1 . 0 ; 
seed~ 1; 
srandom (se ed) j 
while (nr< =1 0000) 
I*while (dtheta<=O.OS) *1 
for (k=nr O; k <nr; k ++) 
{ x =O. Oj y = O . O j z= O. Oj t =Oj 
ddata[ k l=O j rdata [ k ) =Oi 
r1=random() Imax; 
r2=random( )/maxi 
r3 "' random( )/maxj 
r4= random() Imaxi 
mv=vO +dvO*sqrt (-2 . O*log( r1 ) ) *cos( 2.0 *pi *r2) i 
Vx=mv*sin (thetaO ) *sin (t h iO); 1* Initial velocity component * I 
Vy=mv*cos (thetaO) i /, of each d i rection 
Vz =mv*sin (thetaO) *cos (thi O) j 
1* random component of velocity *1 
dVx=mv*dt heta*sqrt ( - 2 . O*log ( r1) ) *sin( 2 . O*pi *r2) Isqrt (2.0) j 
dVz=mv*dtheta*sqrt ( - 2 . 0* log( r1) ) *cos (2. O*pi *r2) Isqrt (2.0 ) i 
Vx=Vx+dVXi 
Vz=V z + dVZi 
while (z>=O.O) 
zz~z/1000i 
rho"" l.2263-0 1 169*z z +0 . 0046*zz* zz - O. 000 1 * zz*zz*zz; 
crA-c *rho*AI (2*m) i 
v =sqrt (Vx*Vx+Vy*Vy+Vz*Vz) ; 
vx=vx - (c rA*v *Vx) *dt j 
Vy=Vy-(c rA* v*Vy) *dtj 
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, / 
Vz =Vz-(g+crA*v*Vz) *dt; 
x =x +Vx*dtj 
y"'y+Vy*dt; 
z"'z+Vz*dt; 
t "' t +dtj 
ti= ( VZ *dt-z) /Vz i 
x =x +Vx* (ti-dt) : 
y=y+Vy* (ti-dt) j 
z=z +V z * (ti-dt) : 
SUffi_ X=SUffi_ X+Xi sUID_y"'sum_ Y+Yi 
ddata[k ]=x: rdata [ k ]=Y i 
ax= sum_ x/nr: ay=sum_y/nri /* mean point of impact */ 
/* determine provable error * / 
s=O; 
while(s<=l) /* s = O : range, s = l : def l ection */ 
for (i =1;i<"'nrji= i + 1) /* read data */ 
if (s==O) data[i]=rdata[i] -aYi 
e l se data [ i ] =ddata[i ] -ax: 
if (data[i]<O) data[i]=- l*data[i] ; 
for (i : 2;i<=nr:i=i+ l) 
sort=data [i ] i 
j .. i : 
while (data (j - lj>sort) 
data[j ]=data[j-l ] ; 
j =j-l; 
data [ j 1 =sort i 
h = (int)(nr/2); 
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pe"'(data[h]+data[h+l] l/2; 
fprintf(fp, " %8d\t%7 3f\t",nr,pe}; 
s=s+li 




fprintf (fp, "MP I direction %8 . 2f range %8 . 2£\ t" ,ax, ay) i 
c lose( fp}; 
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2000 4()()() 6000 8000 10000 
Number of Rounds 
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APPENDLX f '. PROBABLE ERRORS WJTO Vt:LOCITY AND ANGLE CHANGES 
The followings are the outputs, the ratio of measured PEs 10 the given PEs in the firing 
table, with the different standard deviations of muzzle velocity and initial angle, Delennine the 
dvO, the standard deviation of muzzle velocity, and dlheta, the standard deviation of initial 
elevation. such thaI combination makes the ralio equal to, or closesl to one, which are highlighted 
in t he fol1O\.ving tables 
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1. Range 5 km, Charge 4, Given range prohable error (PE-R) 18 m and deflection 
probable error (PE-R) 4m 
dv O-0.1 dvO - O.2 dVO - 0.3 
dtheta PE-R PE-D PE-R PE-D 
0.0011 0.55 0.68 0.64 0.6 9 0.75 0.69 
0.0012 0.58 0.74 0.67 0.7 5 0.77 0.74 
0.0013 0.61 0.82 0.72 0.82 0.82 0.82 
0.0014 0.67 0.87 0.76 0.88 0.88 0.87 
0.0015 0.71 0.92 0.79 0.92 0.90 0.93 
0.0016 0,74 0.99 0.84 1.01 0.96 1.00 
0.0017 0.77 1. 06 0.88 1.07 1. 02 1. 07 
0.0018 0 .84 1.13 0.92 1.12 1. 06 1.13 
0.0019 0.85 1. 20 0.97 1.16 1. 05 1. 22 
0.0020 0.88 1. 23 1. 00 1.25 1.12 1. 26 
dvO -0. 4 dvO-0.5 dvO -0 .6 
dtheta PE=Rl PE - D PE-R PE D PE R PE D 
0.0011 0.86 0 .7 0.96 0.68 1. 06 0.68 
0.0012 0.89 0.77 1. 00 0.75 1.10 I 0.75 
0.0013 0.94 0.81 1.05 0.82 1.14 0.82 
0.0014 0.96 0.87 1.08 0.86 1.1':1 0.88 I 
0.0015 1. 02 0 .96 1.11 0 .93 1.20 1 0.93 I, 
0.0016 1. 05 0.99 1.17 1.01 1. 28 0.99 I 
0.0017 1.13 1. 06 1.18 1.06 1.29 1.06 
0.0018 1.14 1.1 2 1.26 1.14 1.37 1.12 
0.0019 1.18 1.19 1. 30 1.16 1.36 1 1.15 
0.0020 1.2~ 1.25 1. 31 1.26 1.4 11.24l1 
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2. Range \0 km, Charge 6, Given range probable error (PE-R) 27 m and deflection 
probable error (PE-D) 6 m. 
,I dtheta 
dvO - 0 . 8 dvO - 0 . 9 dvO - l . 0 
PE R PE 0 PE - R PE 0 p, R PE 0 
0 . 0005 0 . 68 I 0 . 44 0.73 0 . 45 0 . 81 0.44 
0.000 6 0.69 0 . 54 0.76 0 . 52 0 . 8 2 0 . 52 
0.0007 0.71 0 . 63 0.79 0 . 6 1 0.85 ~I 0 . 0008 0.74 I 0 . 70 0 . 81 0 . 71 0 . 87 0 . 71 
0 . 000 9 0 . 75 0. 7 9 0 . 84 0 . 78 0 . 91 0.79 
I 0 . 00 1 0 0 . 80 0.90 0.85 0 . 8 7 0.91 0 . 87 
0 . 0011 0 . 81 I 0 . 96 0.90 0 . 97 0 . 96 0 . 96 
0 . 0012 0 . 88 1. 05 0 . 90 1. 0 6 0 . 97 1.05 
0 . 0013 0 . 88 1.14 0 . 96 1.17 1.02 1.15 
0.00 1 4 0 . 90 I 1. 23 0 . 98 1. 21 1. 02 1. 20 
I 0 . 0015 0 . 93 1. 32 0 . 99 1. 34 1. 3 1 1-
I dt h eta 
dvO - 1. 1 dvO - 1.2 dvO - 1.3 
PE - R PE-D PE - R PE-D PE-D 
0.0005 0 . 87 0 .4 4 0 . 92 0.44 0 .98 0 . 44 
0.0006 0 . 88 I 0.52 0 . 96 0.54 1. 03 0.54 
0.0007 0 . 92 I 0 . 61 0 . 99 0 . 63 1.06 O~ 
0 . 0008 0 . 93 0 . 70 1.00 0 . 70 0.71 
0.0009 0 . 97 0.79 1 .0 5 0 . 80 1. 09 0 . 79 
0.00 1 0 1. 00 0 . 88 1. 07 0 . 87 1. 13 0.88 
0 . 0011 1.00 0 . 96 1. 07 0.96 1. 1 7 0 .9 8 
0 . 0012 1.05 1. 07 1.11 1. 06 1.19 1.06 
0 . 0013 1. 06 1. 14 1.14 1.15 
1.2 0 ~I 0.0014 1.10 j 1.21 1. 1 7 i 1.25 1.22 [ 1. 27 
lQ.Oci i 5 1.10 1. 28 1.19 1. 31 1. 29 1. 32 
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3_ Range 10 km, Charge 7, Given range probable error (PE-R) 25 m and defl eclion 
probable elTor (PE-D) 5 m 
~eta d vO 0.9 d vO 1. 0 dvO 1.1 II FE R FE D FE DJ 
0 . 0005 0. 69 0 . 5 0 0 . 77 0. 50 0 . 81 0 . 50 
0 . 0006 0 . 72 0 . 60 0 . 79 0 . 60 0 . 84 0 . 60 
0 . 0007 0 . 76 0 . 70 0 . 82 0 . 70 0 . 88 0 . 70 
0 . 0008 0 . 78 0. 8 0 0 .86 0 . 80 0 . 9 1 0.80 
0 .0 009 0 . 86 0 . 90 0 . 91 0 .90 0 . 96 0 . 91 
0 . 00 1 0 0.88 1.02 0 . 92 0 . 98 0.97 1. 00 
0 .0011 0 . 90 1.1 4 0 . 96 1. 1 2 1. 04 1.12 
0 . 00 1 2 0. 95 1. 20 0 . 9 9 1.23 1.08 1.18 
0.0013 0 .97 1. 31 1. 05 1. 31 1.09 1. 32 
0 . 0 0 14 1.03 1. 44 1. 0 7 1. 44 1.13 1. 39 
0 . 0015 1.05 1.4-9 1.12 1. 48 1. 18 1. 4 9 
dvO - 1. 1 dvO - 1.2 dvO -1. 3 
dt h e ta FE R PE-D PE-R PE-D PE-R PE-D 
0. 000 5 0 . 86 0 . 50 0 . 93 0.50 0 . 9 6 0 .50 
0 . 000 6 0 . 89 0 . 60 0 . 94 0.59 1. 01 0 . 60 
0 . 0 0 07 0.93 0 .70 0.98 0.70 1. 05 0 . 71 
0 . 0008 0 .98 0 . 81 1.0 4 0.8 1 1.06 I 0 . 80 
0 . 0009 1. 0 0 0 . 89 1. 0 6 0 . 89 1.12 I 0 . 92 
0 . 0010 1.04 1.00 1.10 1. 02 1.15 1. 00 
0. 0 011 1.07 1.11 1. 14 1.14 1. 2 0 1. 09 
0 . 0012 1.12 1. 2 1 1. 1 7 1. 17 1. 20 I 1.17 
0 . 0013 1.13 1. 30 1. 2 2 1. 31 1 .25 _j~ 
0 . 0014 1. 20 1. 39 1 . 23 1. 38 1.31 1. 3 9 
0.0015 J.2 2 1.50 1. 29 1. 49 1. 35 1. 46 
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4. Range 10 km, Charge 8, Given range probable error (PE-R) 33 III and deflection 
probable error (PE-D) 6 III 
dvO ~1.1 dVO-1.2 dvO·1.3 
dtheta PE-R I PE-D PE-R I pF:=I) 
0.0005 0,61 I 0.41 0.63 0.40 0.66 0.41 
0.0006 0.64 0.48 0.68 0.49 0.721~ 
0.0007 0.73 0.58 0.77 0.57 
O. 0008 0.72 0.65 0.76 0.65 0.82 0.65 
0.0009 0.78 0.73 0.82 0.74 0.84 0.72 
0.0010 0.86 0.80 0.89 o~ 
O. 00 11 0.88 0.89 0.95 
0.0012 0.91 I 0.99 0.93 0.98 0.98 0 98 
\ 
0_0013 0.94 1. as 0.98 1.06 1. 01 1. 06 
0.0014 0.99 1.12 1. as , 17 
~0015 1. 07 1. 21 1.13 1 22 
dVO-1,4 dvO =1.5 dva 
I dtheta PE-R PE-D PF.-R I PE-D PE-R I 
pi=D 
0.0005 0.72 0.41 0.78 
~ 0.74 I 0.49 0.78 0.49 0.81 0.48 
~ 0.80 I 0.57 0.81 0.86 I 0.57 0.0008 0.84 0.66 0.88 j 0.66 0.91 j 0.64 
10.0009 0.88 0.71 0.91 0.74 0.95 0.72 ~ [-0,92 I 0.82 0.99 0.80 0.99 I 0.82 
0.0011 0.95 0.90 1.01 0.89 
0.0012 1. 02 0.98 1. 04 1.08 
I 0.0013 1. 06 1. 05 1. 08 1. 07 1.15 I 1. 06 
0.0014 1.10 I 1. 1 5 1.11 1.12 I 1.17 1. 15 ~ 
'I~ 1.14 1. 22 1.15 1. 21 1. 22 
.~. 
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5. Range 15 km, Charge 8, Given range probable error (PE-R) 44 m and deflection 
probable error (PE-D) 10 m. 
dvO - 1.9 dvO - 2.0 dVO -2 _1 
dtheta ~PED PE R PE R PE D 
0_0005 0_79 0_40 0_82 0,40 0.85 0.39 
a 0.79 0.48 0.83 j 0.48 0.86 0.47 
~O7 0.82 0.55 0,84 0.56 0.89 I 0.55 
0.0008 0.84 0_ 64 0_89 1 0.64 0_91 1 0.62 
0_0009 0.86 0.69 0.89 I 0_72 ~:*1- O~ 0.0010 0.88 0.80 0.95 I 0.78 0.95 0.80 
0,0 0 11 0_ 88 0_ 88 0_94 0.87 0.99 0.87 
0.0012 0_93 0.96 0.95 0.93 --1 :00~
0.0013 1.03 0.97 1. 04 1.04 J 1.04 
I 0.0014 0_97 1. 12 0.98 1. 09 1.04 
0.0015 0.99 1.19 1. 01 I 1.18 1. 06 I 1.19 
dvO -2.1 dvO-2.3 dvO -2.4 
dtheta PE D PE R PE=R"TPi=D 
0.0005 0.91 0.39 0.92 1 0_40 0_95 1 0_40 
0.0006 0.90 0.47 0.95 0.48 0.97 j 0.48 
0.0007 0.92 0.56 0.56 0.99 0 . 56 
0.0008 0_ 95 0.65 0_98 1 0.64 1.0 ~  
I·~ 0.96 0.72 1.00 1 _ _ 0_71 1.05 0_72 
0_ 001 1. 00 0.81 1. 01 0.80 1.09 0.80 
I 0.0011 1. 04 0.87 1.05 1 0.86 1.08 _ j~ 
0.0012 1. 03 0.95 1.08 j 0_95 1.10 0_97 
I 0.0013 l. 06 1. 03 l.11 1.01 1. 13 1.04 
0.0014 1.08 1.10 1.12 









APPENDIX G. SAMPLE PLOT OF HIT DISTRIBUIlON 
Example plot of 1000 rounds hit distribution at the range of 15 km with charge 8 
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APPENDIX H. 'C' PROGRAM FOR MULTIPLE FIRING AGMNST AREA TARGETS 
1· ...... • .... • .................. ••••• .. 1 
ARTILLERY SIMULATION 





1* * * * * * ** * * ** **** **** ***** * * ***** * * * * * * I 
# include <stdio.h> 
# include <math . h> 
maine ) 
float rl,r2, r3, r4 ,max, x, y, xO, 2, Z2, g, v ,mv ,dmv, vO, Vx, Vy, Vz ,dVx,dVZi 
float c, rho, erA, m, range, e l , d, A, tarw, tarl, R, damage, t, dt, ti, pi; 
float thetaO, dtheta, thlO I hit, nh, ns, hratio, eratio, hper, cper, tv, rd; 
int seed, i, j, k, t j, tjrnin, t jrnax, tk, tkrnin, tkmax, nwn _tar, nr, n _.gun, 
eX, n,nf; 
int ts [1000 J [ 500 J ,cjrnin, c jrnax, ckmin, ckmax, hjmin, hjmax, hkmin, 
hkmax,nnnax; 
float sumnh, avenh, sumhi t, avehi t, tw _ max, t l _ rnax, tw _new, tl_ new; 
F I LE *fPi 
fp=fopen (" 10keS. data" , "w" ) i 
fprintf(fp,"\n*** Result of Simulation ***\n" ); 
fprintf(fp," tar-ve l n r tar w tarl ave-cel l cum-damage\n"); 
pi=3.l4l592654; 
g=9. S i 
d "' 155.0/1000; 





I' Parameters of Projectile 
1* ***** Firing Data ******1 
1* Elevation in roil *1 
1* Projectile Muz zle Ve locity *1 











rnax=pow( 2. 0,31.0)-1.0; 
tarw=300.0; tarl=50.0; 
Target Data 
/* Initial Target size 
tw_max=500.0; tl_max=250 0; /* Moving 'l'arget size (maximwu) */ 
tjmax=(int) (tw _max); 
tkrnin=> (int) (range-O. 5 *tl_rnax) ; 
tkmax= (int) (range+O .5*tl_ max) ; 
seed= l ; 
srandom(seed) ; 
nf=l; 
while (nf-< - 4) 







tw_new=tarw+2.0*tv*(i-1); if (tw_new>""tw_max) tw_new=tw_max; 
tl_new=tarl +2. O*tv* ( i-I); if (tl_new>=tl_ max) tl_ new=tl_ maxi 
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nUIII __ tar=tw _ new*tl_ new; /* Number of target cells */ 
cjrnin=(int) (O.5*(tw_max-tarw)-tv*(i-l); if (cjmin<= O) cjmin=O ; 
c jrnax= (int) (0.5* (tw _ max+tarw) + tv* (i-I) ) j 
if (cjrnax>=t jrnax) cjrnax=tjmaxj 
ckruin= (int) (range-O. 5*tl_ new) j 
if (ckmin< =tkmin) ckrnin=tkmin; 
ckmax'" (int) (range+O. 5*tl_ new) ; 
if (ckmax> = tkmax) ckmax= tkInaxi 
for (ex=ljex<=500jex++) 
h it=O; 
for (tj=Oitj<=t jmax-l j tj++) 
for (tk=tkmin; tk<=tkmax-l; tk++) 
tS[tj] [tk] =O; 
for (n=1;n<=nf; n++) 
for (k=1;k<'-'-n_9un; k++) 
xO=tarw/ (2*n _gun) + (tarwjn _gun) * (k-l) ; 
f* Correction for Gun Position */ 
x=xOj y=O.Oj z=O.O; t=O; 
rl=random( l!max; 
r2=random( ) flllax; 
r3: random( )/maxj 
r4=randorn( )/maxi 
mv=vo+dvO*sqrt (-2 .0* log (rl) ) *CDS (2.0 *pi *r2) ; 
/* Initial velocity component of each direction */ 
vx;mv*sin( thetaO) *sin{thiO) i 
Vy;mv*cos (thetaO); 
Vzo=mv*sin (thetaO) *cos (thiO) i 
/* random component of velocity */ 
dVX"mv*dtheta*sqrt (-2.0 * log (rl) ) *sin (2. 0*pi*r2) /sqrt (2. 0) ; 
dVz-mv*dtheta*sqrt (-2.0* log (rl ) ) *cos (2. O*pi *r2) /sqrt (2 0); 
Vz=Vz+dVz; 
Vx=Vx+dVXi 
while (z>=O. 0) 
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zz=z/1000; 
rho ; l. 226 3-0.1189* zz +O. 0046* zz* zz-O. 000 1 * zz* zz *zz; 
crA=c*rho*A/( 2*m); 
v=sqrt (Vx*Vx+Vy*Vy+Vz*Vz) j 
Vz=Vz- (g+crA*v*Vz) *dt; 





t ; t+dtj 
ti= (Vz *dt-z) /Vz j 
x =x+Vx* (ti-dt); 
y=y+Vy* (ti -dt) ; 
z=z+Vz* (ti -dt) j 
hkmin=( int) (y-25. 0) j 
hkmax= (int) (y+25. 0); 
if (hkmin<=ckmin) hkmi n=ckmin; 
if (hkmax>-=ckmax) hkmax=ckmax; 
for (tk;hkminjtk<"'hkmaX- 1 jtk++) 
{ rd=2 5 .0*25 .0-(tk+0.5-y)*(tk+O.5-Y)j if (rd<"'O) rd=Oj 
hjmin=( int) (x-sqrt( rd)+O. 5* (tw_ max-tarw»; 
hjmax=( int) (x+sqrt(rd) + O. 5*( tw_max-tarw»; 
if (hjmin< = O) hjmin;Oj 
if (hjrnax>·-=cjmax) hjmax"'-cjmaxj 
for (tj;hjminjtj<=hjmax;tj++) 
ts[tj ] [ tk]=ots [ tj] [tk]+lj 
for (tj=cjminjtj<=cjmaX-ljtj++) 
{ for (tk=ckminjtk<=ckmax-1jtk++) 
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if ( ts[tj] [tk] ! = O) hit =hit+l; 
ts [ tj l l tk ]=O; 
cratio=hit/nwn_ tarij'" hit: Number of cells at least one hit */ 
cper=cratio* 100 j 
swnhi t=swnhi t+cratio; 
avehit=sumhit/ex; 
damage=damage+ (I-damage) *avehl t j 
fprintf(fp, " %6 . 2f %Sd %5 .0 £ %5 . 0£ %7.2£ %7 . 21 \n", 
tv, nr,tw _ new, t l _new,avehit,damage); 
i f (tv<=12.S) tv"'tv+2.!:ij 




close (fpl) ; 
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APPENDLX.I. SAMPLE OUTPrT 
This is outputs of tile computer simulation with different target speed. The numbers in the 
speed column represent displacement over the time interval between the next volley. Tn olher 
words, the damage willi speed 5 can be an output of the target speed 01'5 mimin with one-round-
per-minute howitzer, an output of the target speed of 20 m1min with four-round~-per-minute 
howitzer, or an output of the target speed of 50 mlmin with ten-rounds-per-rninute howitzer 
1 Output of Dispersing Target 
: Firing Unit : 1 
o 1 300 50 0.56 0.42 0.46 0.39 0.28 
~ o ~~~3~00~ __ 5~0~I-70~.B~'-,~0~.6~6~~0~.7~0~~0~.6~2 __ ~ 300 50 0.91 O.BO 0.B4 0.77 0.61 I 
300 50 1.00 0_98 0.99 0,97 0.89 
300 50 1.00 0 .99 0.99 0 _98 0.92 
300 50 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.94 
10 300 50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0_96 
1-_---':: 55;~_t~~;~-t~-,:::c'~~~:;!~~6:0~_+t.:C-;::~:":%:~;-:;::c'~:-O:J:;-'~-:;:;-: ;;c::;-t-:;:;-: c;-! :;-C--;:;--:-;:! ~'---l i 
320 70 0.88 0.78 0.81 0.74 0_61 
330 80 0.93 0.85 0.88 0.83 0.70 
340 90 0.96 0.90 0.92 0_88 0.77 
350 100 0.97 0.93 0.94 0.91 0.82 
I---::--+---c:-t-::! ~_ 11 0 0.98 0.95 0.96 0 .93 0.86 0.98 0.97 0_89 
380 130 0.99 0.97 0_98 0.96 0_91 
10 390 140 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.92 
10 300 50 0.56 0.42 0.45 0.38 0.27 
10 320 70 0 . 76 0.63 0.67 0.59 0.46 
10 340 90 0_85 0.75 0.78 0.72 0_59 
10 360 110 0_89 0 . 82 0.84 0_79 0.67 
10 3BO 130 0.92 0_86 0.88 0_83 0_73 
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10 400 -I- 150 0 . 93 0 . 88 0 . 90 0 . 8 7 0 . 78 
1 0 420 170 0 . 95 0 . 9 0 . 92 0 . 89 0.81 
~- 440 1 90 0 . 95 0 . 92 0 .9 3 0 . 9 0 .8 3 1 0 9 460 2 1 0 0.96 0.93 0.94 0 . 92 0 . 8 5 
1 0 10 480 230 0 . 96 0.93 0 . 95 0.92 0 . 8 7 
15 300 50 0 . 5 6 0 . 42 0 . 46 0.39 0 . 28 
15 330 80 0 . 74 0 . 62 0 . 65 0 . 58 0 . 45 
1 5 360 110 0 . 82 0 . 72 0.75 0 . 69 0 . 56 
15 390 1 40 0 . 86 0 .7 8 0_ 80 0.75 0.64 
1 5 5 : ~~ J 1 70 0 . 88 0 . 8 1 0. 84 0 . 79 0 . 69 -- 6 2 0 0 0 . 90 0 . 84 0 . 86 0.82 0.73 1 5 
15 480 230 0 . 91 0 _8 5 0.87 0.84 0. 76 
15 500 250 0 . 92 0 . 8 7 0 . 88 0 . 85 0.78 
1 5 500 250 0.92 0 . 88 0.90 0 . 87 0 . 80 
15 1 0 500 250 0 . 9 3 0 . 89 0.91 0.88 0.82 
20 300 50 0.56 0.42 0 . 46 0 . 39 0 . 27 
20 3 4 0 90 0.72 0 . 60 0 . 6 4 0 . 5 7 0 . 44 
2 0 380 130 0.79 0 .6 9 0.72 0. 6 6 0 . 54 
2 0 420 170 0 . 82 L 0 .7 4 0 . 7 7 0 . 72 0 . 6 1 
----zo 5 460 210 0 . 84 0.77 0 . 80 0 . 75 0 . 66 
20 500 250 0.8 6 0.79 0.82 0.78 0 . 69 
2 0 7 500 250 0 . 87 0.8 1 0.83 0 . 80 0 . 72 
--
8 0 . 88 0 . 83 0.85 20 O:_~ 20 9 500 250 0 . 90 0.85 0 . 86 0 . 83 0 . 7 7 
20 10 50 0 250 0.91 0 . 86 0.88 0 . 85 0.79 
300 50 0 .5 5 0 . 4 1 0 .4 5 0 . 38 0.27 
25 350 1 00 0 . 7 0 0 _58 0 . 62 0 . 55 0.4 3 
25 4 00 1 5 0 0 .76 0 . 66 0 . 6 9 0 . 64 0.52 
25 450 200 0 .7 9 0 . 71 0.73 0.68 0 . 58 
25 500 250 0 . 81 0 . 74 0. 7 6 0 . 71 0 . 6 2 
2 5 500 250 0 . 83 0 .7 8 0.7 4 0 . 66 
I ~- 500 250 0 . 85 0 . 78 0 . 80 0.77 ~  500 250 0 . 86 0 . 8 0 . 8 2 0 . 79 
2 5 0 0. 8 7 0 . 82 0 .81 0. 74 
25 10 50 0 2 5 0 0 . 8 9 0.84 0.8 5 0.83 
50 300 50 0 . 55 0 .41 0 . 45 0 . 3 8 0 . 27 
50 400 150 0 . 64 0 . 53 0 . 56 0 . 50 0.39 
50 0 .68 0 . 57 0 . 6 0 . 54 0 . 45 
50 500 250 0.71 0.61 0.64 0 . 59 0 . 5 0 
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500 250 0.74 0.65 0_63 0.54 
500 )50 0.76 0.68 0.70 ~ 
00 500 250 0.78 0.71 0.73 0.69 0---:-63 
50 500 250 0.80 0.74 0.76 0.72 O.6~-
50 500 250 0_82 0.76 0.78 O.~ 
10 500 250 0.84 0.79 0.80 0.77 0.72 
~ 0.39 0.27 100 500 250 0.60 0.47 0.51 ~4 
100 500 250 0.64 0.52 0.56 0.50 0.40 
100 500 250 0.68 0.57 0.60 0.55 0.46 
100 500 250 0.71 0.61 0.59 0.51 
100 500 ~ o:ss 
100 250 0.76 0.68 0.70 0.66 0.59 
500 250 0.78 0.71 0.73 0.70 0.63 
100 500 250 0.74 0_76 0.72 O. (;7 
100 250 0.82 0.76 0.78 0.75 0.70 
Firing Unit , 2 
Speed Target Size Damago at Rango ( Chargo ) 
(rn! Rounds Length Width 5 km 10 km 10 km 10 kill 15 krn 
min) (rn) (rn) (4 ) (6) (7 ) (8) (8 ) 
a 300 00 0.79 0.6:' I 0.70 0.62 0.47 
!~~ I 50 0.95 0.88 0.91 D.721 0 0.99 0.96 0.97 0.94 0.85 
r- a 300 00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.92 
300 50 1.00 0.99 1-'-~~1 0.99 I o. ~:_ 
300 50 1.00 I 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 
0 50 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 0.99 
I----;) 300 50 1.00 1.00 I 1.00 0.99-
I----'---- 300 50 1. 00 1.00 a 10 300 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 
~ 300 0_47 
5 310 GO 
320 70 0.98 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.84 
330 80 0.99 0.98 0.91-
340 I 90 1. 00 0.99 0.99 0.98 
350 0.99 
360 110 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 0.99 0.98 
370 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 0.99 
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5 9 380 130 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 0 . 99 
5 10 390 140 1 . 00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 0 . 99 
10 1 300 50 0 . 79 0 . 66 0.70 0 .6 2 0.47 
10 2 320 70 0 . 93 0 . 86 0 . 89 0 . 83 0.71 
~- .. 
10 3 3 4 0 90 0.97 0.93 0.95 0.91 0 . 83 
10 4 360 110 0 . 98 0 .96 0 . 97 0.95 0 . 89 
10 5 380 130 0 .99 0.98 0 . 98 0 . 97 0.93 
10 6 400 150 0.99 0 . 98 0 . 99 0.98 0.95 
10 7 420 170 0 . 99 0 . 99 0.99 0 . 98 0 . 96 
I 1 0 8 440 190 1.00 0 . 99 0.99 0 . 99 0 . 9 7 
10 9 460 210 1. 00 0 . 99 0.99 0 .99 0 .98 
10 10 480 230 1.00 0.99 1. 00 I 0.99 0.98 
I 15 1 300 50 0 .7 9 0 . 66 0 . 70 0 . 62 0 . 47 
15 2 330 80 0 . 92 0 . 85 0 . 87 0 . 82 0.69 
15 3 360 110 0.95 0.91 0 .9 3 0.90 0 . 81 
15 4 390 140 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.93 0 . 87 
15 5 420 170 0 . 98 0.96 0 . 97 0.95 0.90 
15 6 450 200 0 . 98 0 . 97 0 . 97 0.96 0 .92 
15 7 480 230 0.98 0 .97 0 . 98 0 . 97 0 . 9 4 
15 8 500 250 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.95 
15 9 500 250 0 . 99 0 . 98 0 . 98 0 .98 0.96 
15 10 500 250 0 . 99 0.98 0 . 99 0.98 0 . 96 
20 1 300 50 0 . 79 0 . 65 0.69 0 . 61 0 . 47 
20 2 34 0 90 0 . 90 0 . 83 0 . 86 0.80 0.68 
20 3 380 130 0.94 0 . 89 0 . 91 0.88 0 . 78 
20 4 420 170 0.95 0.92 0 . 93 0 . 91 0 . 84 
20 5 460 210 0 . 96 0 . 94 0 . 95 0 _9 3 0 .87 
20 6 500 250 0.97 0 . 95 0 .96 0 . 94 0 .8 9 
20 7 500 250 0.97 0 .96 0 . 96 0.95 0 .91 
20 8 500 250 0.98 0 . 96 I 0 . 97 0.96 0.93 
20 9 500 250 0 . 98 0 . 97 0.97 0 .96 0 . 94 
20 10 500 250 0 . 98 0 . 97 0.98 0.97 0 . 95 
25 1 300 50 0.79 0.66 0 . 7 I O . ~.H+*-
25 2 350 100 0 . 89 0.82 0 . 84 0. 7 9 0 . 68 
25 3 400 150 0 . 92 0 . 88 0.89 0 . 86 0 .77 
25 4 450 200 0 . 94 0 .90 0 . 92 0 . 89 0.82 
25 5 500 250 0 . 95 0 . 92 0 . 93 0 . 91 0 . 85 
25 6 500 250 0 . 96 0.93 0.94 I 0.92 0 . 88 
25 7 500 250 0.9 6 0.9 4 0.95 0.94 0.90 
90 
25 500 250 0.97 0.95 O. 'Os 0----:-91 
25 500 25~t-+'n 0.96 0.96 0 . 95 D:93 
25 10 500 250 0 .98 0 .97 0.97 0 .96 0 . 9 4 
50 300 50 I 0 .79 0 . 65 0.69 0 .61 0.47 
~O 400 150 0 .85 I~ 0.79 0.74 0.63 
50 500 0.87 0.80 0.82 0.78 0.69 
50 500 250 0.89 0.83 0 .8 5 0.8 1 0 . 74 
50 500 25 0 0 .91 0 .86 0 . 87 0 .84 
-H%-5 0 6 5 00 25~ 0 .92 0.8B O.El9 0.B 7 
r----s-o 7 500 250 0.93 0.90 0.91 0.89 0.85 r-~ 8 500 200 0.94 j _O.9 2 0.92 0.91 0.87 
50 5 00 250 ~:: ~ :~ -) ~::: 0 . 92 0 . 89 50 10 500 250 0.94 0.9 1 
1 00 300 50 0.79 0.6 6 ~ :2 0.47 
100 2 5 00 250 0.82 0.71 0.7 5 O.68j ~ 
lOa e- 3 500 250 0.84 0.76 0.78 0 .73 0.63 , 
100 4 500 250 0 .S7 0.80 0.82 0 .77 0 . 69 I ~ r .- r----s--o-o 2 50 0.89 0.83 0 . 85 O . 81 j~ 5 
100 50 0 250 0.90 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.7 9 
100 500 250 0.92 0.88 0.89 0.87 0.8 2 
100 50 0 250 0 .93 D,90 O. 'H 0.89*, 
100 500 250 0 .93 0 . 91 0.92 0 .91 0.88 
100 10 500 25 0 0.93 0.93 0.9 3 o.nl ~ 
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